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PREFACE 
The present thesis entitled "Study of Certain Generalized Special Functions Through 
Lie Theoretic and Operational Techniques" is an outcome of the studies made by the 
author at the Department of Mathematics, Aligarh Mushm University, AUgarh, India 
during the last three and half years. 
Special functions have centvuies of history with inmiense hterature and are known 
for their ambiguity and great apphcabiUty within mathematics as well as outside it. 
These functions commonly arise in the areas of heat conduction, communication sys-
tem, electro-optics, electro-magnetic theory, electro-circuit theory, quantum mechanics, 
non-linear wave propagation and probabihty theory among others. Special functions 
play an important role in the formalism of mathematical physics and provide a unique 
tool for developing simplified yet reahstic models of physical problems. A vast math-
ematical literature has been devoted to the theory of these functions, as constructed 
in the works of Euler, Chebyshev, Gauss, Hardy, Hermite, Legendre, Ramanujan and 
other classical authors. Some other developments are given by Andrews [1], Andrews 
et d. [2], Dunkl and Yuan [29], Erdelyi et d. [31-32], Iwasaki et d. [48], Lebedev [59], 
Rainville [68], Sneddon [69], Szego [71], Watson [75] et cetera. 
The importance of special fmictions has been further stressed by their various 
generalizations. The theory of generaUzed special functions has witnessed a significant 
evolution during the recent years, see for example Dattoli [7-10], DattoU et d. [11,12,14-
22,26,27], Dattoh and Khan [13], Dattoli and Torre [23-25] and Dunkl and Yuan [29]. 
For important contributions related to multiple basic hypergeometric series and ^-beta 
integrals, see, for example, Gustafson [38-43], Gustafson and Denis [44] and Gustafison 
and Krattenthaler [45]. 
The theory of Lie groups and Lie algebras is one of the classical well established 
chapters of mathematics. The Lie theoretic approach provides the natural, direct, 
unified and effective framework for general treatment of a wide class of special functions 
arising in mathematical physics. In tliis direction, the pioneering work was done by 
Bargmann [4], Cartan [5], Gel'fand and Sapiro [35], Gilmore [36], Klimyk and Vilenkin 
[57], Miller [61,62], Talman [72], Vilenkin [73,74], Wawrzyiiczyk [76], Weisner [77-79], 
Wigner [80,81] and others. Very recently some contributions have been given showing 
Lie theoretical representations of many sets of special functions in several variables, see 
for example Subuhi Khan [50,51], Khan and Pathan [52], Khan and Yasmin [53-56], 
Pathan et al. [64,65], Pathan and Khan [63] and Ghazala Yasmiu [85]. 
In recent past, an increasing interest has grown around operational techniques 
and special functions. It has been shown that by using operational techniques, many 
properties of ordinary and generalized special fimctions are easily derived and framed 
in a more general context, see [7-27]. 
One of the numerous consequences of the Lie theoetic and operational approach 
to special functions is to investigate the properties of special functions including gen-
erating relations. Generating relations of special functions arise in a wide range of 
apphcations in harmonic analysis, quantum physics, molecular chemistry, multivariate 
statistics, number theory et cetera. 
The main objective of this thesis is to make use of the Lie groups T3, SL{2) 
and ^(0,1), in order to derive generating relations involving multi-variable generalized 
Bessel functions and 2-variable generaUzed Gegenbauer, Hermite and Laguerre poly-
nomials. Operational techniques axe also used to derive generating relations involving 
2-variable generalized Laguerre and Hermite polynomials. 
The thesis is divided into five chapters. 
In Chapter 1, we give the necessary background material of special functions and 
Lie theorj' needed in carrying out the research work of this thesis. 
In Chapter 2, we deal with the problem of framing 2-variable 2-parameter Bessel 
functions Jn{x;z/y;z') and 4-variable 2-parameter Bessel functions Jn{x,y,u,v;T),^) 
into the context of the representation Q{w, mo) of the Lie algebra 7$ and derive gener-
ating relations involving these functions. Further, we obtain many new results involving 
various other forms of generalized Bessel functions. 
Ill Chapter 3, we derive generating relations involving 2-variable l-parameter 
Gegenbauer polynomials Cn {x, y; a) and hypergeometric function 2^1 by constructing 
a 3-dimensional Lie algebra isomorphic to special linear algebra sl(2) using Weisner's 
method. Fiuther, we derive many new and known results for the polynomials associated 
v.'ithd/>{x,y;a). 
In Chapter 4, we derive generating relations involving 2-variable associated La-
guerre functions Ln {x,y) by using the representation D{u,mo) of 3-dimensional Lie 
algebra sl{2). Further, we derive generating relations involving 2-variable Laguerre 
polynomials L„(x, y) by using operational techniques. Furthermore, we consider the 
applications of these generating relations. 
In Chapter 5, we derive generating relations im'olving incomplete 2-index 2-variable 
l-parameter Hermite polynomials hjn,n{x, t/|r) by using the representation t,„,^ of Lie 
algebra Q(0,1). Further, we use operational techniques to derive some relations involv-
ing these polynomials. Furthermore, we consider the appUcations of these generating 
relations. 
At the close of each chapter, we discuss the further possible directions of the work 
presented in that chapter. 
At the end, we provide a comprehensive list of references of books, research papers, 
et cetera used in carrying out this research work. 
Six research papers based on the work contained in this thesis have been com-
municated for publication in reputed journals. T\,'o of them which contain the work 
of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 have been accepted for publication in journals entitled 
"Georgian Mathematical Journal" and "Southeast Asian Bulletin of Mathematics", 
respectively. 
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CILA.PTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. INTRODUCTION 
Special functions have centuries of history with immense literature and are known 
for their ambiguity and great applicabihty within mathematics as well as outside it. 
These functions commonly arise in the areas of heat conduction, communication sys-
tem, electro-optics, electro-magnetic theory, electro-circuit theory, quantum mechanics, 
non-linear wave propagation and probabihty theory among others. Special functions 
play an important role in the formalism of mathematical physics and provide a imique 
tool for developing simpHfied yet reaUstic models of physical problems. A vast math-
ematical literature has been devoted to the theory of these functions, as constructed 
in the works of Euler, Chebyshev, Gauss, Hardy, Hermite, Legendre, Ramanujan and 
other classical authors. Some other developments are given by Andrews [1], Andrews 
et al. [2], Dunkl and Yuan [29], Erdelyi et d. [31-32], Iwasaki et al. [48], Lebedev [59], 
Rainville [68], Sneddon [69], Szego [71], Watson [75], et cetera. 
The importance of special functions has been further stressed by their various 
generalizations. The theory of generalized special fimctions has witnessed a signifi-
cant evolution dming the recent years, see for example Dattoli [7-10], Dattoli et al. 
[11,12,14-22,26,27], Dattoli and Khan [13], DattoU and Torre [23-25] and Dunkl and 
Yuan [29]. For some important contributions related to multiple basic hypergeometric 
series and q-heta integrals, see for example Gustafson [38-43], Gustafson and Denis [44] 
and Gustafson and Krattenthaler [45]. 
The theory of Lie groups and Lie algebras is one of the classical well established 
chapters of mathematics. The apphcations of the theory of representations of Lie 
groups and Lie algebras allow interpretations of many familiar one \'ariable special 
functions. Pioneering work was done by Bargmann [4], Cartan [5], Gel'fand and Sapiro 
[35], Gihnore [36], KUmyk and Vilenkin [57], Miller [61,62], Tahnan [72], Vilenkin 
[73,74], Wawrzynczyk [76], Weisner [77-79], Wigner [80,81] and others. Since then an 
enormous amount of work has been done on this subject also motivated by physical 
models. Very recently some contributions have been given showing Lie theoretical 
representations of many sets of special functions in several variables, see for example 
Subuhi Khan [50,51], Khan and Pathan [52], Khan and Yasmin [53-56], Pathan et al. 
[64,65], Pathan and Khan [63] and Ghazala Yasmin [85]. 
Recently, an increasing interest has grown around operational techniques and spe-
cial functions. It has been shown that by using operational techniques, many properties 
of ordinary and generalized special functions are easily derived and framed in a more 
general context, see for example [7-27]. 
This chapter contains the necessary background material of special functions and 
Lie theory. In Section L2, we discuss, in brief, the significance Lie theoretic and 
operational techniques. In Section L3, we review the definitions of hypergeometric 
function and other related special functions. In Section 1.4, we review the concepts 
of generating relations. In Section 1.5, we give the definitions and examples of local 
Lie groups and Lie algebras. In Section 1.6, we discuss in brief, the representations of 
Lie algebras. However, the definitions and examples treated here are only those which 
are used in our work, thereby laying the ground work for treatment of problems in 
subsequent chapters. 
1.2. SIGNIFICANCE OF LIE THEORETIC A N D OPERATIONAL TECH-
NIQUES 
The theory of Lie groups and Lie algebras made its first appearance at the end of 
the nineteenth century in the works of Norwegian mathematician, Sophus Lie, who ap-
plied algebraic methods to the theory of differential equations and to geometry. During 
the last centmry, the Lie theoretic methods entered into many areas of mathematics and 
theoretical physics and now become inseparable firom them. In appUed mathematics. 
Lie theory remains a powerful tool for studying differential equations, special functions 
and jjerturbation theory. Lie theory has appUcations not only in elementary particle 
physics and nuclear phyiscs but also in such diverse fields as continum mechanics, soUd 
state physics, cosmology and control theory. 
The Lie theoretic approach provides the natural, direct, unified and efficient frame-
work for general treatment of a wide class of special functions arising in mathematical 
physics. The first significant advance in this direction is made by Weisner [77-79] who 
exhibits the group-theoretic significance of generating functions for hypergeometric, 
Hermite and Bessel functions. Miller [61] and McBride [60] present Weisner's method 
in a systematic manner and thereby lay its firm foundation. Miller also extends Weis-
ner's theory further by relating it to the factorization method, a powerful tool for 
computing eigenvalues and recurrence relations for solutions of second order ordinary 
differential equations. Miller has shown that the factorization method is equivalent 
to the representation theory of four local Lie groups. A detailed study of these fom 
groups and their Lie algebras leads to a unified treatment of a significant proportion 
of special function theory, specially that part of the theory which is most useful in 
mathematical physics. 
The primary tools needed to derive generating functions are multiplier representa-
tions of local Lie groups and representations of Lie algebras by generaUzed Lie deriv-
atives. Special functions occur as matrix elements and basis vectors corresponding to 
multiplier representations of local Lie groups. 
It is well known from the fiterature that operational techniques include integral 
and differential operators and provide a systematic and analytic approach to study 
special functions, see for example Srivastava and Manocha [70]. In recent past, Dattoh 
emd his co-workers [7-27] extended the operational techniques to study the properties 
of generalized special functions of mathematical physics. One of the nmnerous appli-
cations of opertional techniques to special functions is to obtain generating relations. 
These techniques provide a general framework to obtain generating relations involving 
generahzed special functions 
In the case of multi-variable generahzed special functions, the use of operational 
techniques, combined with the principle of monomiafity provides new means of analysis 
for the solutions of a wide class of psirtial differential equations often encountered in 
physical problems. 
The concept of monomiality has been introduced by Steffensen in 1941. The 
monomiaUty principle is a fairly useful tool for treating various famiUes of special 
polynomials as well as their new and known genarlizations. 
The concept of quasi-monomiaUty can be summarrized as follows: 
Let M and P be two operators, then a polynomial p„(x), (ne A^, x eC is called a 
quasi-monomial, under the action of the operators M and P , if these operators satisfy 
the following conditions: 
M{pn{x)) = p„+i(x), 
P{Vn{x)) - np„_i(x). (1.2.1) 
The operators M and P axe recognized as multipUcative and derivative operators, 
respectively. These operators satisfy the commutation relation 
[P, M] = 1, (1.2.2) 
thus displaying a Weyl group structm-e. 
An example illustrating how the properties of Pn(x) can be deduced from the 
structure of operators P and M is as follows: 
(a). If M and P have a differential realization, polynomials Pn{x) satisfy the differen-
tial equation 
PMiPnix)) = npnix). (1.2.3) 
(b). If po(x) = 1, polynomials p„(x) can be constructed expUcitly by the relation 
Pnix) = M"(l). (1.2.4) 
(c). (b) implies that the generating function of polynomial Pn{x) can always be given 
in the form 
exp{tM){l) = X ) P " ( ^ ) - ' \t\<oo. (1.2.5) 
n=0 
There is a continuous demand of operational techniques in research fields like 
classical and quantum optics, and in these fields the use of operational techniques 
has provided powerful and efficient techniques of investigation. Most of the interest 
is relevant to operational identities associated with ordinary and generalized forms 
of Hermite and Laguerre pol>Tiomials, see for example [7-10], [13-14], [16-17], [19], 
[21,22,24,25]. 
1.3. HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTION AND SPECIAL CASES 
The term "hypergeometric" was first used by Wallis in 1655 in his work "Arith-
metrica Infinitorum", when referring to any series which could be regarded as a gener-
alization of the ordinary geometric series 
oo 
n=0 
Some other scientists like Euler and Gauss had done a great work on hypergeomet-
ric function. In 1769, Euler established an integral representation, a series expansion, 
a differential equation and several other properties including reduction and transfor-
mation formulae for hj^pergeometric function. In 1812, Gauss introduced the hyper-
geometric series into analysis and gave F-notation for it. Gauss's work was of great 
historical importance because it initiated for reaching development in many branches 
of analysis not only in infinite series, but also in the general theories of linear differ-
ential equations and function of a complex variable. The hypergeometric function has 
retained its significance in modern mathematics because of its powerful unifying influ-
ence since many of the principal special functions of higher analysis are also related to 
it. 
Gamma and Factorial Functions 
For Rez > 0, the function r(z) is defined in terms of integral 
/•oo 
r{z) = / e-'f-Ut. (1.3.1) 
Jo 
However, by analytic continuation r(z) can be extended to a fimction analytic in 
the whole complex plane with the exception of the simple pole at z = —n, n = 0,1,2, • • • 
The Pochammer symbol (a)n> where Q denotes any number, real or complex and 
n any integer positive, negative or zero, is defined by 
, V _ J 1, if n = 0, /-I Q o^  
"^^ ^^  - I a ( a + 1 ) . . . (a + n - 1), if n > 1, ^ -^^ -^ ^ 
and 
(-1)" (a)_„ = r;_\ , n = l , 2 , 3 , - - - ; a ^ 0 ,±1,±2,-• • . (1.3.3) 
In particular, (1)„ = n!. Hence, the symbol (a)„ is also referred to as the factorial 
function. 
In terms of Ganama functions, we have 
(«)n = ^ ^ ^ ^ . a 7^  0 , - 1 , - 2 , . . . . (1.3.4) 
Hypergeometric Function 
The hypergeometric function 2Fi[a,P; 7; x] is defined by 
,F^[a,P; 7; x] = J2'^^ff^. \x\ < 1, (1.3.5) 
n=0 Wjn'^-
where a, /0,7 are real or complex parameters and 7 7<^  0, — 1, —2 • • •. 
Bj- d'Alembert's ratio test, it is easily seen that the hypergeometric series in (1.3.5) 
converges absolutely within the unit circle, that is, (x| < 1, provided that the denomi-
nator parameter 7 is neither zero nor a negative integer. However, if either or both of 
the numerator parameters a and /3 in (1.3.5) is zero or a negative integer, the hjrper-
geometric series terminates. 
When |x| = 1 (that is, on the unit circle), the hypergeometric series is: 
(1) absolutely convergent if Re (7 — a — /3) > 0; 
(2) conditionally convergent if — 1 < Re(7 — a — /?) < 0, x 7^  1; 
(3) divergent if Re (7 - a - /3) < - 1 . 
•2Fi[a, /?; 7; x] is a solution of the differential equation 
d u du 
x{\ - x)—+ la - [a + p + l)x)-—- Qpu = 0, (1.3.6) 
in which a,/? and 7 are independent of x. This is a homogeneous linear differential 
equation of the second order and is called the hyper geometric equation. It has atmost 
three singularities 0,00 and 1 wliich are all regular [67]. This function has the following 
integral representation 
2Fi[a,^;7;a:] = — ^ . f e-\\ - «r°-^(l - xt)-^dt, (1.3.7) 
T{a) r (7 - a) JQ 
Re (7) > Re (a) > 0, |arg(l - x)| < TT 
Confluent Hypergeometric Function 
If in hypergeometric equation (1.3.6), we replace x by x/(3, the resulting equation 
will have three singularities at x = 0, /3,00. 
By letting \P\ -> 00, this transformed equation reduces to 
X-—+ (7 - x ) — - au = 0. (1.3.8) 
ax'^ dx 
Eq. (1.3.8) has a regular singularity at 2; = 0, and an irregular singularity at 
X = 00, which is formed by the confluence of two regular singularities at P and 00 of 
Eq. (1.3.6) with x replaced by x/p. 
Consequently, Eq. (1.3.8) is called the confluent hypergeometric equation or Kimi-
mer's differential equation after E.E. Kummer, who presented its detailed study of a 
solutions in 1836, see [58]. 
The simplest solution of Eq. (1.3.8) is confluent hypergeometric fimction or Rum-
mer's function iFi[a;qf;x] which is given as 
iFi[a;xx] = T^TY^^ 7 ^ 0 , - l , - 2 , - - - ; |x| < 00, (1.3.9) 
which can also be deduced as a special case of hypergeometric function 2^1 [a, P', 7; 2:]. 
In fact, we have 
hm 2-fi a ^ = iFi[a;7;x]. (1.3.10) 
Some Special Cases of Hypergeometric Function 
The Gauss hypergeometric function 2-Fi and the confluent hypergeometric function 
\Fi form the core of the special functions and include as special cases most of the com-
monly used functions. The ai*! includes as its special cases, many elementary functions 
Legendre function of the first and second kinds, the incomplete beta function, complete 
elUptic integrals of the first and second kinds, Jacobi polynomials, Gegenbauer (or ultra 
spherical) polynomials, Legendre (or spherical) polynomials, Tchebycheff polynomials 
of the first and second kinds et cetera ([70]; pp. 34-36). On the other hand, xFi includes 
as its special cases, Bessel functions, Whittaker functions, incomplete gamma functions, 
error functions, parabohc cyUnder (or Weber) functions, Bateman's fc-function, Her-
mite polynomials, Laguerre functions and polynomials, Poisson-CharUer polynomials 
et cetera ([70]; pp. 39-41). 
In this section, we discuss the relationships between the hypergeometric function 
and other special functions (we consider only those special functions which will be used 
in our work). 
I. (1-2)-° = f ( ^ = 2i^i[a,6;6;^] = iFo[a;-;2], |z| < 1, (1.3.11) 
n=0 
where (1 — 2)-" is the familiar binomial function. 
n . e^  - E S = iF,[a;a-z] = oFo[-;- ;2] , (1.3.12) 
n=0 
where e- is the well-known exponential function. 
III. Bessel Functions 
The Bessel functions Jn{x) are defined by means of the generating relation 
Tl = - 0 0 ^ ^ ' ' 
for i f^O and for iJl finite x. 
Bessel functions J„(a:) are also defined by 
> u+2k 
(1.3.14) 
where n is a positive integer or zero, and 
J„(x) = i-l)"J_„{x), (1.3.15) 
where n is a negative integer. 
Bessel functions are solutions of differential equation 
Also, we note that Bessel functions Jnix) satisfy the following differential reciu:-
rence relations 
d Ti 
— J„(a;) = Jn-i{x) Jn{x), 
d n 
— Jnix) = - J „+ l (x ) + - Jn{x). 
dx X 
(1.3.17) 
We note that 
.; l + n : - - (1.3.18) 
IV. Legendre Polynomials 
The Legendre polynomials Pn{x) are defined by means of the generating relation 
oo 
^Pn{x)f = (1 - 2xi + i^)-^/^ f o r l t | < l and |x| < 1. (1.3.19) 
n=0 
Legendre polynomials Pnix) are also defined by 
_ ' ^ ' ( - l ) ' - ( l / 2 ) „ _ , ( 2 x ) - ^ ' ' 
^n[x) - 2^ k\in-2k)\ 
fe=0 
(1.3.20) 
Legendre polynomials are solutions of differential equation 
2, dPy ^_ dy {\-x^)-^-2x-j--\-n{n + l)y = 0. 
ax^ ax 
We note that 
Pn{x) = 2F1 -n, n + 1; 1; 1 - x 
(1.3.21) 
(1.3.22) 
V. Hermite Polynomials 
The Hermite polynomials Hn{x) are defined by means of the generating relation 
" H„{x)f 
^ " " ^ = ^^Px<-,^). (1.3.23) 
n=0 
Hermite polynomials Hn{x) are also defined by 
(51 
"^W = E ^ 
-1^'=T>lC9.'r^»-2fc 
fc=0 
(- l) ' 'n!(2x) 
(n - 2A;)! (1.3.24) 
Hermite polynomials are solutions of differential equation 
dx^ dx 
(1.3.25) 
We note that 
i/„(x) = (2x)"2Fo n —n + 1 2' Y^ 1 —1 9 x^ (1.3.26) 
VI. Laguerre Polynomials and Associated Laguerre Polymoizds 
The Laguerre polynomials L„(i) of order n are defined by means of the generating 
/ -xt \ 
relation 
'^Ln{x)e 
1=0 J^)^^\s 
— XI \ (1.3.27) 
Laguerre polynomials L„{x) are also defined by 
t^(^-OMn-A:)!- (1.3.28) 
10 
where n is a nonnegative integer. 
Laguerre polynomials axe solutions of differential equation 
We note that 
Ln{x) = ii^i[-n; 1; x]. (1.3.30) 
The associated Laguerre polynomials Z/„ (x) are defined by means of the generat-
ing relation 
E ^ ^ " ( x ) t " = ( j 3 i j J T T e x p ( ^ ) . (1.3.31) 
Associated Laguerre polynomials Ln (x) are also defined by 
4"(. = E ^ l ^ ^ g V ^ . 
where n is a nonnegative integer. 
Associated Laguerre polynomials are solutions of the differential equation 
^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ " " ^ ^ ^ " ^ " ^ " "^ ^^" '^^ ^^ 
We note that 
VII. Jacobi Polynomials and Ultraspherical Polynomials 
Jacobi polynomials Pn {x) are defined as 
p(a.%^>, ^ V r(n + a + l ) r (n + /3 + l) / x - l ^ (x + i y ' 
" £ ^ r ( a + A; + l ) r (n + ;5-fc + l)(n-A;)!fc! V 2 ; V 2 y/ 
(L3.35) 
Jacobi polynomials are solutions of differential equation. 
{l-x'^)^ + {P-a-{a+P+2)x)j-+n{n+a+p+l)y = 0. (L3.36) 
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We note that 
Pi'-'^Kx) = ^^^,F, 
n! 
1 - X 
-n, n + a + P+l; a+l; —-— (1.3.37) 
The special case /? = a of the Jacobi polynomials is called the ultraspherical 
polynomial and is defined by 
^ ( 2 a + l)„Pi"'°^(a;)r ,, ^ „, „ : 
^ (a + l)„ = {l-2xt + t')-<^-^. (1.3.38) 
1.4. GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
Laplace introduced the concept of 'generating function' in 1812. Since then the 
theory of generating functions has been developed into various directions. Generat-
ing relations of special functions arise in a diverse range of apphcations in quantum 
physics, molecular chemistry, harmonic analysis, multivariate statistics, number theory 
et cetera. Generating functions play an important role in the investigation of various 
useful properties of the sequences which they generate. There are various methods of 
obtaining generating functions for a fairly wide variety of sequences of special functions 
(and polynomials), see for example [60], [70]. 
Linear Generating Functions 
Consider a two variable function F{x, t), which possesses a formal (not necessarily 
convergent (or t ^ 0) power series expansion in t such that 
oc 
F{x,t) = 53 / „ (x ) i " , (1.4.1) 
n=0 
where each meiuber of the coefficient set {fn{x)}^^o is independent of t. Then, the 
expansion (1.4.1) of F(x, t) is said to have generated the set {fn{x)} and F{x, t) is called 
a hnear generating function (or simply, a generating fimction) for the set {fn{x)}. 
This definition may be extended slightly to include a generating function of the 
type: 
oc 
G{x,t) = ^ Cngn{x)V^, (1-4.2) 
n=0 
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where the sequence {c„}^o ^^y contain the parameters of the set ^n(x), but is inde-
pendent of X and t. 
If On and Qn^x) in expansion (1.4.2) are prescribed, and if we can formality determine 
the sum function G(x, f) in terms of known special functions, then we say that the 
generating functions G(x, {) has been found. 
Further, if the set {/n(2:)} is defined for n = 0, ±1 , ±2, • • •, then the definition 
(1.4.2) may be extended in terms of the Laurent series expansion: 
oo 
F*(x,0 = Y. ^^^(^r )^ , (1.4.3) 
n=—oo 
where the sequence {7n}^_oo i^  independent of x and t. 
Bilinear and Bilateral Generating Functions 
If a three-variable function F(x, y, t) possesses a formal power series expansion in 
t such that 
oo 
F(x,y, t) = 5^7n/„(x)/n(y)«", (1.4.4) 
n=0 
where the sequence {7„} is independent of x, y and t, then F(x, y, t) is called a bilinear 
generating fvmction for the set {/n(2;)}-
More generally, if T{x, y, t) can be expanded in powers of t in the form 
oo 
T{x,vA = X^7n/a{„)(i)//?(«)(3/)t", (1.4.5) 
n=0 
where aivi) and /?(n) are function of n which are not necessary equal, then also T{x^ y, t) 
is called a bilinear generating function for the set {/„(x)}. 
Further, suppose that a three-variable function i/(x, y, €) has a formal power series 
expansion in t such that 
oo 
if(x,y,t) = X^/i„/„(x)5„(y)t", (1.4.6) 
n=0 
where the sequence {/i„} is independent of x, y and f, and the sets of functions 
{/n(3;)}^ and {yn(a?)}^o ^ ^ different. Then H{x,y,t) is called a bilateral gener-
ating function for the set of {fni^)} or {g„(x)}. 
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The above definition of a bilateral generating function, may be extended to include 
bilateral generating function of the type: 
oo 
n=0 
where the sequence {7„} is independent of x, y and t, the sets of functions {fnix)}^^ 
and {9nix)}^^ are different, and Q{n) and /3{n) are functions of n which are not 
necessarily equal. 
Multi-variable, Multi-linear, Multi-lateral and Muliple Generating Func-
tions 
Suppose that G{xi,X2, ••• ,Xr;t) is a function of r + 1 variables, which has a formal 
expansion in powers of t such that 
oc 
G{Xi,X2,--- ,Xr;t) = Y^CngniXuX'i,--- ,Xr)t'^, (1.4.8) 
n=0 
where the sequence {c„} is independent of the variables Xi,X2,--- ,Xr and t. Then 
G{xi,X2,--- ,Xr;t) is called a generating function for the set {gnixi,X2,• • • ,a;r)}^o 
corresponding to the nonzero coefficients Cn-
Similarly, we extend the definition of bilinear and bilateral generating functions to 
include such multivariable generating functions as: 
T{Xi,X2,--- .rCri 2 / 1 , 2 / 2 , - • • ,yr;t) = Y^')ufa{n){^uX2- • • , ^ r ) / ^ ( „ ) ( y i , t/2 " " " , 2 / r ) t " 
n=0 
(1.4.9) 
and 
? { ( X l , X 2 , - - - , X r ; y i , 1 / 2 , - - - , y s ; t ) = 2 Z ^ " - ^ ° ( " ) ^ ^ l ' ^ 2 , - - - ,Xr)gp[n){yi,y2,--- , ! / « ) * " , 
n=0 
(1.4.10) 
respectively. 
A multi-variable generating function G{xi,X2-,--- ,Xr;t) given by Eq. (1.4.8) is 
said to be a multi-linear generating function if 
9niXuX2,--- ,Xr) = faan){Xl)fai(n)ix2)---far(n)M, (1.4.11) 
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where ai(n), Oi2{n), • • • , Qr(rt) are functions of n which are not necessarily equal. More 
generally, if the functions occuring on the right hand side of (1.4.11) are all different, 
then the multi-variable generating function (1.4.8) is called a multi-lateral generating 
function. 
A natmral further extension of the multi-variable generating function (1.4.8) is a 
multiple generating function which may be defined by 
*(Xl , a ;2 , - - - ,Xr; ti,t2,--- ,tr) 
oo 
= Z ! <^("i."2,--- ,nr)r„„„,,..,„,(xi,X2,--- ,x , )«r<2 ' - - -<r , (1-4.12) 
ni,n2,— ,nr=0 
where the multiple sequence {C(ni, n2, • • • , rir)} is independent of the variables Xi, X2-,- • • ,Xr 
and ti,t2,- • • ,fr-
Further, definitions (1.4.8) and (1.4.12) may be extended in terms of the Lamrent 
series expansions: 
00 
G*{xi,X2,---,Xr;t) -= ^ c„5„(xi,X2,---,Xr)t" (1.4.13) 
n=—CO 
and 
'^*{Xi,X2,--- ,^r; ti,t2,--- , i r ) 
oo 
5 3 C(ni,n2,--- ,n,)r„,,„,,..,„,(xi,X2,--- , x . ) C f ^ ^ • • • C ^ (1-4-14) 
" l i " 2 , " ' ,nr=—OO 
respectively. 
1.5. LOCAL LIE GROUPS AND LIE ALGEBRAS 
A Lie group is both an abstract group and an analytic manifold such that the 
operations of group multiplication and group inversion are analytic with respect to the 
manifold structure (Hamermesh [46], Helagason [47], Pontrjagin [66], Eisenhart [30]). 
We use the groups which are defined and analytic only in some neighbourhood of 
the group identity element, that is, with local Lie groups. 
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Let C" be the space of complex n-tuples g = (pi,p2, • • • ,9n), where Qi e C for 
z = 1,2, • • • , n and define the origin e of C" by e = (0,0, • • • , 0). Suppose F is an open 
set in C" containing e. 
Local Lie Group 
A complex n-dimensional local Lie group G in the neighbourhood F C C" is 
determined by a function <^  : C" x C" -> C", such that 
(i) (f>{g,h)eV f o r a l l g , h € V . 
(ii) 0(g, h) is analytic in each of its 2n arguments. 
(iii) If 0(g, h) G V, ^(h, k) e y , then <l>{<l>{g, h), k) = <^ (g, <j>{h, k)). 
(iv) <j){e, g) = 0(g, e) = g for all geV. 
Tangent Vector and Commutator 
Let G be a local Lie group and let t -4 g{t) = {gi{t),g2it), • • • ,Pn(0)» t e C, he 
an analytic mapping of a neighbourhood of 0 € C into V, such that g(0) = e. We can 
consider such a mapping to be a complex analytic curve in G passing through e. The 
tangent vector to g(f) at e is the vector 
d , . 
'=« = [jt^'^'^A''^'^^---A'-^'\ e C " . (1.5.1) 
Every vector a G C" is the tangent vector at e for some analytic curve. In 
particular, the curve 
a{t) = (Qif ,Q2/ , - - ,a„0 , (1-5.2) 
has the tangent vector 
a = («i,a2,••• ,«n) at e. (1.5.3) 
If g(f),h(t) are analytic curves in G with g(0) = h(0) = e and tangent vectors 
Q,j8 at e respectively, then the analytic curve g(f)h(f) has tangent vector a 4- 3^ at e. 
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We define the commutator or Lie product [a,0\ of a and P to be the tangent 
vector at e of the analytic curve 
k{t) = g(7)h(r)g-i(r)h-^(r) , t = T\ (1.5.4) 
Thus, 
[a,(3] = ^ ( g ( T ) h ( r ) g - H r ) h - ^ ( r ) ) | , = o . (1.5.5) 
The commutator has the properties: 
(i) [a,/?] = -[/?,«], 
(ii) [aa + bp, 7] = a[a, 7I + 6[/3,7], 
(iii) [[a,/?],7] + [[/3,7],a] + [[7,a],/?] = 0, (1.5.6) 
where a,beC and a,yS,7 e C". 
Lie Algebra 
A complex abstract Lie algebra ^ is a complex vector space together with a mul-
tiphcation [a,/?] € Q defined for all a,/? G ^  such that conditions (1.5.6) are satisfied. 
Further, the Lie algebra L{G) of the local Lie group G is the set of all tangent 
vectors at e equipped with the operations of vector addition and Lie product. 
Clearly, L{G) is a complex abstract Lie algebra. 
One-Parameter Subgroup 
A one-parameter subgroup of a local Lie group G is an analytic ciurve g(t) in G 
defined in some neighbourhood t/ of 0 G C, such that 
g{ti)git2) = g{h + ^2), hM. i^ + 2^ € U. (1.5.7) 
For each a e L{G), there is a unique one-parameter subgroup 
g{t) = exp(cYO, (1.5.8) 
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with tangent vector a. Furthermore, every one-paxameter subgroup (1.5.8) is of the 
form (1.5.7). In particular, if L{G) is a Lie algebra of matrices, then 
exp(at) = X . - r - (1-5-9) 
3=0 ^' 
Examples of Lie Groups and Lie Algebras 
We give some examples of Lie groups and Lie algebras which will be used in 
subsequent chapters. 
Example 1.5.1. 
The 2 x 2 complex general linear group GL{2) is the set of all 2 x 2 nonsingular 
matrices 
g = r ^ M , a , 6 , c , d e e , a d - 6 c ^ 0 , (1.5.10) 
where the group operation is matrix multiplication. Clearly, the identity element of 
GL{2) is the matrix 
In a neighbourhood of e in GL{2), we can introduce co-ordinates for the group 
element g by setting 
S = (91,92,93,94) s ( a - l .fe,c,d- 1). (1.5.11) 
With this co-ordinate system, it is easy to verify that GL{2) is a 4-dimensional 
complex local Lie group. These co-ordinates are valid only for g in a suitably small 
neighbourhood of e. GL{2) is also a global Lie group. 
Let g(t), g(0) = e be an analytic curve in GL{2) with tangent vector at e given by 
a = (Q!i,a2,a3,a4) = j^g(0 = ^ia{t)-l)Mt),c{t),d{t)) 
t=o «^ t=0 
We can identify a with the complex 2 x 2 matrix 
' « ! 012^ 
a = 
\ 0C3 oti 
i ( a{t) bit) \ 
dt{c{t) d{t) ) 
t=o 
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Thus Lie algebra L[GL{2)] = gl{2) is the space of ail 2 x 2 complex matrices a 
with the Lie product defined by 
[a,/?] = ap-pa, (1.5.12) 
for a,P e gl{2). The elements J'^, J", J^, £ given by matrices 
,3 / 1/2 0 \ ^ _ /" 1 0 ^ 
^ - i 0 -1/2J' ' = Vo i j ^'-'-'^^ 
obeying the commutations relations 
[S,J^\ = [e,J^\ = [S,J-] = 0, (1.5.14) 
where 0 is the 2 x 2 matrix all of whose components are zero, form a basis for gl{2) in 
the sense that every a 6 gl{2) can be written uniquely in the form 
a = aiJ'^+a2J~+azJ^ + a4€, ai,a2,a3,a4 € C. (1.5.15) 
Example 1.5.2. 
The 2 x 2 complex special hnear gioup SL{2) is the abstract matrix group of all 
2 x 2 non-singular matrices 
9 = (l ^ ) , a,6,c,dGC, (1.5.16) 
such that det^ = 1. Clearly, SL(2) is a subgroup of GL{2). We can introduce co-
ordinates for a group element g in a neighbourhood of the identity e of SL(2) by 
setting 
g = (91,92,93) = ia-l,b,c). (1.5.17) 
Here, d = -. In terms of these co-ordinates SL{2) is a 3-dimensional local 
a 
Lie group. (It is also a global Lie group). 
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Suppose g{t), g(0) = e is an analytic curve whose tangent vector at e is 
a = (QI , 02, as, a^) = — {a{t) - 1, b(t), c(t)) 
a can be identified with the complex 2 x 2 matrix 
Qi 02 \ _ d f a(t) b{t) 
t=o 
Q = 
smce 
Q3 -Qi 
d fl + b{t)c{t)\ 
dt a(t) 
dt V c{t) d{t) 
= -ai. 
t=o 
t=0 
Thus the Lie algebra L[SL{2)] = sl{2), is the space of all 2 x 2 complex matrices 
with trace zero and the Lie product [Q,P] defined by Eq. (1.5.12). 
The elements J'^, J~, J^ given by matrices 
J"- = 0 -1 , J- = 
0 0 
, J' = ( 1/2 0 0 -1 /2 ^0 0 y ' ^ V -1 0 
obeying the commutations relations 
form a basis for s/(2). 
Example 1.5,3. 
The abstract group G(0,1) constists of all 4 x 4 matrices of the form 
(1.5.18) 
(1.5.19) 
g = 
/ I ct^ a d\ 
0 e'^ b 0 
0 0 1 0 
yo 0 0 1 y 
, a,b,c,d ^ C, (1.5.20) 
where the group operation is matrix multiphcation. 
We can introduce co-ordinates for the element g in G(0,1) by setting 
g = {a,b,c,d). (1.5.21) 
Thus, G(0,1) is a complex 4-dimensional Lie group. In this case, the above co-
ordinates are valid over the entire group and not just in a neighbom-hood of the identity. 
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The Lie algebra L[G(0,1)] = ^(0,1) can be ideutifed with the space of 4 x 4 
matrices of the form 
a = 
/ 0 X2 Xi Xz\ 
0 Xi x\ Q 
0 0 0 0 
\ 0 0 0 0 / 
Xi,X2,X3,a;4 G C , 
with Lie product [a,/?] = a/3 - /?a, Q , ^ G L[G{Q, 1)] 
The matrices 
J + = 
0 0 0 0 \ 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 / 
J- = 
J^ = 
/ O 0 0 1 \ 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
\ 0 0 0 0 / 
with commutations relations 
S = 
/ 0 1 0 0 \ 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Vo 0 0 0 / 
/ 0 0 1 0 \ 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
\ 0 0 0 0 / 
where 0 is the 4 x 4 zero matrix, form a basis for L[G(0,1)]. 
Example 1.5.4. 
The matrix group T3 is the set of all 4 x 4 matrices 
g = 
/ 1 0 0 T \ 
0 e"^ 0 c 
0 0 e" b 
\ 0 0 0 1 / 
, 6 , c , r e C , 
(1.5.22) 
(1.5.23) 
(1.5.24) 
(1.5.25) 
We can estabhsh a co-ordinate system for 73 by assigning to g G Ta the co-ordinates 
g = {b,c,T). (1.5.26) 
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Ts is clearly a 3-dimensional complex local Lie group. Moreover, the co-ordinates 
(1.5.26) can be extended over all of C^. Thus, T3 has the topology of C^ and is simply 
connected. 
The Lie algebra T3 = L{T3), can be identified with the space of matrices of the 
form 
/ 0 0 0 2:3 \ 
0 -X3 0 X2 
0 0 Xi xi 
V 0 0 0 0 y 
where the Lie product is [a, P] = aP- 0a, a,P eTs- A basis for Ta is provided by the 
matrices 
a = , a;i,a;2,a;3 e C, (1.5.27) 
J + _ 
/ 0 0 0 0 \ 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
\ 0 0 0 0 / 
, J-
/ 0 0 0 0 \ 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
V0 0 0 oy 
J' = 
/ 0 0 0 1 \ 
0 - 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
Vo 0 0 0y 
, (1.5.28) 
with commutations relations 
[J\J^] = J+, [J\J-] = - J-, [J^,J-] = 0. (1.5.29) 
Local Lie TYansformation Group 
Let G be an n-dimensional local Lie group and U an open set in C" . Suppose, 
there is given a mapping F : U x G -^ C " and wTite F{K,g) = xg e C"' for x € U, 
geG. 
G acts on t/ as a local Lie transformation group if the mapping F satisfies the 
conditions 
(i) xg is analytic in the coordinates of x and g, 
(ii) xe = X, 
(iii) If xp e C/ then (xp)^' = x(pp'). 9,9' € G. 
Here e is the identity element of G and x e i/ is designated by its coordinates 
X = {Xi,X2,--- ,Xm)-
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Lie Derivative 
The Lie derivative Laf of an analytic function / (x) is defined 
, a e L{G). (1.5.30) ^«/ (x) = |[(exp(aO)/](x) 
The commutator [La, Lp] of the Lie derivatives La, Lp is defined by 
[La,Lp] = LaLp — L/jLa-
Local Multiplier Representation 
Let G be a local Lie transformation group acting on an open neighbourhood U of 
C", 0 G U and let A be the set of all complex valued functions on U analytic in a 
neighnomhood of 0. A (local) multipUer representation T^ oi G on A with multiplier 
V, consists of a mapping T^{g) of A onto A defined (OT g € G, f G Ahy 
[r"(5)/](x) = v{x,g)fixg), x e C/, 
where u(x, g) is a complex valued fimction anal>i;ic in x and g, such that 
(i) t;(x,e) = 1, a l l xG t/, 
(ii) u(x,piP2) = v{x,gi)v{xgi,g2), gi,g2,gig2 e G. 
Property (ii) is equivalent to the relation 
r(Pi52)/](x) = [T{g,){'r{g2)mx). 
Generalized Lie Derivative 
The generalized Lie derivative Daf of an analytic function / (x ) under the one-
parameter group exp(at) is the analytic function 
Dafi^) = | [ r ' (expaf) / ] (x) | t=o. (1.5.31) 
For v= I, the generalized Lie derivative becomes the ordinary Lie derivative. 
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Theorem 1.5.1. 
Let 
771 
dxt 
D,(x) = ^ p , , ( x ) — + Pj(x), i = 1,2, • • • , « , 
« = 1 
be a set of n linearly independent differential operators defined and analytic in an open 
set U CC"". If there exist constants C'^ ., such that 
n 
[Dj,Dk] = DjDk-DkDj = J2^'kDt, l<j, k<n, 
1=1 
then the complex linear combinations of the Dj form a Lie algebra which is the algebra 
of generalized Lie deri '^atives of an effective local multiplier representation T". The 
giction of the group is obtained by integration of the equations 
x,{t) = ^ajP, . (x( t ) ) , x.(0) = x°; i = l ,2, . . . ,m, 
3=1 
|t;(x°,exp(a<)) = u(x°,exp(aO)5^a,/',(a:(<)), u(x°,e) = 1, (1.5.32) 
where x(f) = x°exp(at), a € L{G). 
According to this theorem the action of the one parameter group exp(af) on / € -4. 
is given by 
[T-'{exp{at))f]{x'') = i/(x°,exp(Qf))/(x°exp(aO), (1.5.33) 
where i/ and x{t) are the solutions of Eqs. (1.5.32). 
1.6. REPRESENTATIONS OF LIE ALGEBRAS 
Let V be a vector space over the field F. {F is either the real numbers R, or the 
complex numbers, C). The operators on V together with the commutator [ , ] form a 
Lie algebra C{V). Let ^ be a Lie algebra over F. 
Representation of Lie Algebra 
A representation of ^ on V is a homomorphism p.Q-^ ^(^)- That is, p satisfies 
the conditions 
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(i) p{a) e aV) for all aeG, 
(ii) p{[a,(3]) = [p{a),pm, 
(iii) p{aa + bp) = ap{a)+bp{p), a,b e F; a,0 eg. 
A subspace W of V is said to be invariant under p if p(a)w G W for all a e ^, 
w eW. A representation p of ^ on K is reducible if there is a proper subspace W of 
V which is invariant under p, and p is irreducible if there is no proper subspace W of 
V which is invariant under p. 
The Lie Algebras g{a,b) 
The Lie algebra Q{a, b) is a 4-dimensional complex Lie algebra with basis elements 
J+ , J-, J ^ € satisfying 
[J+,J-j = 2o?J^-bE, [J^J+j = J+, \J\J-] = -J-, 
[J'-A = [J-A = [J\E\ = 0, (L6.1) 
where 0 is the additive identity element. In particular, we have the following isomor-
phisms: 
g{l,0)^sl{2)®{e), G{0,1)^L[G{0,1)], g(0,0)^L(T3)©(£), (1.6.2) 
where {€) is the 1-dimensional Lie algebra generated by €. 
We also note that ([61]; p.37(Lemma 2.1)) 
r ^(1,0) if a^O, 
G{a,b) = I G{0,1) if a = 0,b^O, (1.6.3) 
[ G{0,0) if a = b = 0. 
Representations of Q{a, b) 
Let p be a representation of ^(a, 6) on the complex vector space V and set 
r = p{J^), J- = p{J-), J' = p{J% E = p{£) (1.6.4) 
Then, p being the Lie algebra representation, the operators J"*", J~, J^, E obey 
the commutation relations identical to (1.6.1). 
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Define the spectrum S of J^ to be the set of eigenvalues of J^. The multipUcity 
of the eigenvalue X e S is the dimension of the eigenspace K^, 
V^ = {veV : J^v = Xo}. 
We shall analyze the irreducible representations of Q{a, h) and for each such rep-
resentation, find a basis for V consisting of eigenvectors of J^, that is, we shall classify 
all representations p of Q{a, b) satisfying the conditions: 
(i) p is irreducible, 
(ii) Each eigenvalue of J^ has multipUcity equal to one. There is a countable basis 
for V consisting of eigenvectors of J^. (1.6.5) 
The basic justification for the requirements (1.6.5) is that they quickly lead to 
connections between Q{a,b) and certain special functions. 
To classify the representations of Q{a,h) for arbitrary a,6 € C, it is enough to 
consider the three cases: ^(1,0), ^(0,1), ^(0,0). Our objective will be the enumeration 
of all possibihties for p. 
Define the operator Ca,b on V by 
Ca,b = J-^J' + a^J^J^-a^J^-bJ^E. (1.6.6) 
It is easy to check that Ca,b commutes with every operator p{a),a eQ{a,b). Thus 
[Ca,b, J^] = [Ca,b, J-] = [Ca,b, A = [Ca,b, E] = 0, (1.6.7) 
and that Ca,b = A/, where / is the identity operator and A is a constant depending on 
p. We consider only the Lie algebras ^^(1,0), ^(0,1) and ^(0,0). 
Theorem 1.6.1. 
Every representation of ^(0,0) which satisfies conditions (1.6.5) and for which 
J'*'J~ ^ 0 on V is isomorphic to a representation Q''{(jj,TnQ) defined for /i,a;,Tno € C, 
such that uj ^ 0 and 0 < Re mo < 1. The spectrum of J^ is the set S = {mo + n : n an 
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integer}. For each representation Q^{UJ, mo) there is a basis for V consisting of vectors 
/„,, m € S, such that 
J^fm = rnfm, Efm = t^fm, 
J^fm - Ojfm+1, J~fm = t^/m-l, 
Cofifm - iJ^J-)U = ^'fm. (1.6.8) 
Theorem 1.6.2. 
Every representation of ^(0,1) satisfying conditions (1.6.5) and for which E ^ 0 
is isomorphic to a representation in the following list: 
(i) The representations R{(j,mQ,fi) defined for all u.rriQ.ix e C, such that n ^ 0, 
0 < Re mo < 1 and a; + mo is not an integer. S = {mo + n : n an integer}. 
(ii) The representations tw,/* defined for all w, /x G C, such that MT^O. S = {-iv + n 
: n a nonnegative integer}. 
For each of the cases (i) and (ii), there is a basis of V consisting of vectors fm 
defined for each m € 5, such that 
'J^fm = 'mf,n, Efm = fifm, J'^ fm = t^fm^l, J~ fm = (m + U})fm-\ 
CQ,Jm = {J^r - EJ^)fm = tM^fm, (1.6.9) 
(On the right-hand side of these equations we assume /,„ = 0, if m ^ S). 
(iii) The representations 4^,^ defined for all a;,/x e C, such that A* / 0. S = {—CJ — 
1 — n : n a nonnegative integer}. 
For each of the representations, there is a basis of V consisting of vectors fm 
defined for each mE S, such that 
J^fm = rnfm, Efm = -fJ-fm, J'^ fm = -{m + UI+ l)fm+l, J~ fm. = t^fm-l 
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Co,lfm = [J^J--EJ^)U =-f^fm. (1.6.10) 
Theorem 1.6.3. 
Every representation p of ^(1,0) satisfying conditions (1.6.5) is isomorphic to a 
representation in the following list: 
(i) The representations D''{u.'mo) defined for all complex fj,,u,mQ, such that TUQ + 
u, rriQ — u axe not integers and 0 < Remo < 1. 5 = {TTIQ + n : n an integer}. 
D''(it,Tno) and D^{—u — l,mo) are isomorphic, 
(ii) The representations t{li /*i" ^ C, where 2u is not a nonnegative integer and 
S = {—u + n : n a nonnegative integer}, 
(iii) The representations 4-u5 A*)*^  € C, where 2u is not a nonnegative integer and 
S = {u — n : n a. nonnegative integer}, 
(iv) The representations D^{2u), where 2u is not a nonnegative integer and S = 
{n, u — 1, • • • , —u + 1, —u). 
For each of these representations, there is a basis of V consisting of vectors fm, 
defined for each •m£ S such that 
J^fm = rnf^ , J+/„i = (m - u)fm+x , 
Ci,o/r„ - irj-+j'j'-j')fm = U{U+1)U. (1.6.11) 
Since ^(1,0) = sl(2) © (^) and p{S) = E is a. multiple of the identity operator 
for every irreducible representation p of ^(1,0) listed in Theorem 1.6.3, the non trivial 
part of the representation theory of 5(1,0) is concerned solely with the action of p of 
si (2). We can set E = fj, = 0 ^^ithout loss of generality for special function theory. The 
representation JD°(M,771O) of 5(1,0) induces an irreducible representation D{u,mo) of 
sl{2). The action of D(it,Tno) is given by 
J^fm = mfm, J^fm = (m - •u)/r„+l, J~ fm = -{m + u)fm-U 
Clfifm = {J+J- + J^J^-J^)fm = Uiu+l)fm. (1.6.12) 
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CHAPTER 2 
REPRESENTATION OF LIE ALGEBRA 75 AND 
GENERALIZED BESSEL FUNCTIONS 
2.1. INTRODUCTION 
Theory of special functions plays an important role in the formaUsm of mathe-
matical physics. Bessel fmictions (BF) J„(x) (1.3.13) are among the most important 
special functions with very diverse applications to physics, engineering and mathemati-
cal physics ranging from abstract number theory and theoretical astronomy to concrete 
problems of physics and engineering. 
Dattoli and his co-workers introduced and discussed various generahzations of BF 
within purely mathematical and apphcative contexts (see for example [6,11,12,15,18,23,27]). 
Generalized Bessel functions (GBF) have become a powerful tool to investigate the dy-
namical aspects of physical problems such as electron scattering by an intense Unearly 
polarized laser wave, multi-photon processes and undulator radiation. The analytical 
and numerical study of GBF has revealed their interesting properties, which, in some 
sense, can be regarded as an extension of the properties of BF to a 2-dimensional 
domain. In this connection, the relevance of GBF and their multi-variable extension 
in mathematical physics has been emphasized, since they provide analytical solutions 
to partial differential equations such as the multi-dimensional diffusion equation, the 
Schrodinger and Klein-Gordon equations. 
A useful complement to the theory of GBF is offered by the introduction of 2-
variable 2-parameter Bessel functions (2V2PBF) J„(x; zly\ z!) defined as ([23], p. 160(4.1)) 
00 
J„{x-z/y;z') = J2 Jn-2i{3^;z)Ji{y-z'), (2.1.1) 
/= -oo 
where z and z' are arbitrary complex parameters. 
The generating function for 2V2PBF is given as ([23]; p.l61(4.41)) 
f ; Mx; z/y; z'r = «^P I f 0 - 7 ) + I (^' - ^ ) } • (2-1-2) 
n=-oo ^ \ / J 
This is the most convenient form to study the modified forms of the first-kind 
cyUndrical GBF. 
Another useful form of GBF is 4-variable l-parameter Bessel fimctions (4V1PBF) 
Jn{x,y,u,v;^) defined as ([23]; p.l08(4.1)) 
00 
Jn{x,y,u,v;0 = ^ ^^Jn+i{x,y)Ji{u,v), 0 < 1C| < 00, (2.1.3) 
/= -oo 
where ^ is an arbitrary complex parameter. The generating function for 4V1PBF is 
given as ([23]; p.l08(4.2)) 
^ J„(a;,y,M,v;Or 
_p{|(.-i).^r.=-iv^(i-n.^f^S)^ (2.1.4) 2 v" f^j ' 2\t ^y ' 2 \t^ ^2 
We consider 4-variable 2-parameter Bessel functions (4V2PBF) Jn{x,y,u,v;T]X) 
defined by the generating function 
Y^ Jn{x,y,u,v;r],^)t'' 
n=—00 
(2.1.5) 
where 77 and ^ are arbitrary complex parameters. We note that for 17 = 1, Eq. (2.1.5) 
simply reduces to Eq. (2.1.4). 
The 2V2PBF J„(a;; z/y; z') defined by Eqs. (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) satisfy the following 
differential and pure reciurrence relations 
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Q 1 
—J„(x; zly\ z') = :^{Jn-iix; z/y; z') - zJ„+i(x; z/y; z)), 
—J„(a:-, z/y, 2') = -(J„_2(2; z/y; 2') - 2'J„+2(a:; 2/y; z'))> 5y 2 
—J„(x; 2/y; 2') = - - J„+ i (x ; 2/y; 2'), 
A j„(a:; 2/y; 2') = - | J„+2(x; 2/y; 2'), (2.1.6) 
and 
X 
nJn{x; z/y; 2') = - (J„-i(x; 2/y; 2') + zJn+i{x; z/y; z')) 
+yiJn-2{x; z/y; 2') + z'Jn+2{x; z/y; z')). (2.1.7) 
The diflFerential equation satisfied by 2V2PBF Jn{x; z/y; z') is 
/ _ l _ a ^ 1 ^ ^ 16-^ "^  ^^ 1%-g' ^^ 1 ^ 4(n - l)y d 
\ zdx"^ x^zdy'^ x^z dz'^ x^z dydz' xzdx x?z dy 
It is also worth to mention the following expansions of Jn{x; z/y; z') in terms of 
2-variable Hermite Kampe de Feriet polynomials (2VHKdFP) Hn{x,y) [23]: 
J.,(x; .Iv; z') = f: ""*'^^'f"i;}''-"''\ n > 0, (2.1.9) 
rrf (" + "•)' '•' 
and 
, , , ,, ^Jn^r{x;i/y;v)Hrm-z),\{'n-z')) 
Jn{x;z/y;z) = 2_^ j ^ , (2.1.10) 
r=0 
where ^ and T] are arbitrary complex parameters and 2VHKdFP Hnix, y) are defined 
by the generating functioa ([23]; p.l51(3.1)) 
V / / „ ( 2 ; , y ) - = exp{xt + yt^). (2.1.11) 
*--' n! 
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The 4V2PBF Jn{x,y,u,v;ri,^) defined by Eq. (2.1.5) satisfy the following differ-
ential and pure recurrence relations 
-^J„ix,y,u,v;r],^) = -{Jn-iix,y,u,v]'n,() - J„-i-i(x,y,u,v;r],^)), 
—Jn{x,y,u,v;Tj,^) = -lr]Jn-2{x,y,u,v;T],^)--Jn+2{x,y,u,v;'n,(_)y 
-x-Jnix,y,u,v;T],^) = -Ujn+i{x,y,u,v;T],Q - -Jn-i{x,y,u,v;r],^)j , 
—J„(2;, y, u, u; r],^) = - K^J„+2(x,y, u, v; 77,0 - -^Jn-2{x, y, u, u; 77, ^) j , 
o / I 
—Jn{x,y,u,v;r],^) = -ijn+i{x,y,'U,v;ri,(,) + -
l 
^Jn{x,y,u,v;r),^) = -ljn-2{x,y,u,v;T),^) + -. 
Jn{x,y,u,v;r],^)  [ Jn+i{x,y 'U,v;ri,(,) +-^Jn-i{x,y,u,v;ri,(,)\ 
+v (^Jn+2ix, y, u, v; T], 0 + ^ J„_2(x, y, u, v; T;, 0 1 , 
•^Jn{x, y, w, u; 77,0  | ( Jn-2{x, y, u, v; rj, ^)  -jJn+2(x, y, u, v; 77,0 ) . (2.1.12) 
and 
X 
nJn{x, y, u, v\ ^ , 0 = 2 (*^"-i(^' ^' •"' •"! ^. 0 + •/n+i(a;, 2/, u, v; 77,0) 
+7/ I Vjn-2(X, y, U, V\ 77, 0 + -Jn+2{X, y, U, V\T),^)\ - - (^ J„+l {x, y, U, V, T], ^ 
1 , . .A / . o . , .. 1 
Jn-2{x,y,u,v;ri,e, 
(2.1.13) 
+ ^Jn_i(x,y,tt,?;;77,Oj -v\i^Jn+2{x,y,u,v\T],i) + j^Jn-2{x,y,u,v\'n,i) ) . 
The differential equation satisfied by 4V2PBF J„(a;, t/, w, u; 17, ^) is 
/ a^ 4772 52 ^2 Q2 4^^ ^2 1 Q 4^(1 _ ^) 5 ^(1 ^ 2n) a 
H ^ T T ^ H — ^ T T Z T T ^ T T ^ ^ T Z 7 : — I n " ; ^ — I \ dx'^ x^ drf x'^d^^ x^ 577^^ xdx x^ dr) x^ d^ 
+-^ - i j Jn{x,y,u,v;r],0 = 0. (2.1.14) 
The Bessel functions of integral order have been shown to be connected with the faithful 
irreducible unitary representations of the real Euchdean group E3 in the plane [73,80]. 
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The Euclidean group £^ 3 is a real 3-parameter global Lie group, whose Lie algebra €z 
has basis elements 
/ O 0 1 \ 
h ^ 0 0 0 , 
vo 0 oy 
0 0 0 
J i = | 0 0 0 | , j 2 = | 0 0 l | , j 3 = | l 0 0 | , (2.1.15) 
0 0 0 
with conunutation relations 
[JuJ2] = 0, [Jz,Jr] = J2, [Jz.J2] = -Ji. (2.1.16) 
The 3-dimensional complex local Lie group Tg is the set of all 4 x 4 matrices of the 
form (1.5.25.) 
A basis for the Lie algebra Tz = ^(^3) is provided by the matrices (1.5.28) with 
commutation relations (1.5.29) 
Further, we observe that the complex matrices 
J^' = -J2 + iJu J~' = Ja + iJi, J^' = iJs, i = V ^ , (2.L17) 
satisfy the commutation relations identical with (1.5.29). Thus we say that Ta is 
the comlexification of S3 and £3 is a real form of T3 [47]. Due to this relationship 
between % and 83, the abstract irreducible representation Q(w, mo) of T3 [61] induces 
an irreducible representation of S3. 
In tliis chapter, we deal with the problem of framing 2V2PBF J„(x-, z/y; z') and 
4V2PBF J„(a;,y,«,u; 77,^ ) into the context of the representation Q{w,mQ) of the Lie 
algebra 75. In Section 2.2, we consider some special cases of 2V2PBF J„(a;; z/y; 2!) and 
4V2PBF J„(a;,y,u, u;?;,^). In Section 2.3, we derive generating relations of 2V2PBF 
Jn{x\z/y\z') and 4V2PBF Jn{x,y,u.,v;r].,£,). In Section 2.4, we obtain many relations 
involving various other forms of GBF and also we mention some known relations. 
Finally, we give some concluding remarks in Section 2.5. 
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2.2. SPECIAL CASES 
2.2.1. Special Cases of 2V2PBF J„(a;; Z/T/; 2!) 
We note the following special cases of 2V2PBF J„(2;; zjy, z'): 
1. J„(a;;l/y;l) = J„(x,y), (2.2.1.1) 
where Jn{x,y) denotes 2-variable Bessel functions (2VBF) defined by generating fimc-
tion ([27]; p.24(1.8(a))) 
f; Mx, yr = «^ {I (^  - 7) "^  10' ~ ^) I • ^^•^•^•^^  
n = — 0 0 ^ ^ ' ^ ' -^  
2. J„ (a : ; - l / t / ; - l ) = /„(a:,t/), (2.2.1.3) 
where In{x,y) denotes 2-variable modified Bessel functions (2VMBF) defined by the 
generating function ([12]; p.331(2.11a)) 
f ; Ux,yr = exp | | ( t + i ) + I ((^ + i ) I . (2.2.1.4) 
W(f) n-2s 3. Mx;0/y;z') = E ( „ \ . , My;^'), (2.2.1.5) 
where Jn{y; z') denotes 1-variable 1-parameter Bessel functions (IVIPBF) ([23]; p. 162). 
Similarly, 
Jnix;z/y;0) = Y , ^ J„-2s{x;z), (2.2.1.6) 
s=0 
4. J„(x; 0/y; 0) = | i f „ ( | , | ) , (2.2.1.7) 
where Hn(x,y) is given by Eq. (2.1.11). 
5. Jn{x;i/y;i) = exp(—^) "^nUexp H^Vyexp (^\ ,'^j, (2.2.1.8) 
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which can be viewed as a kind of generalized Kelvin function {[23]; p. 164). Further the 
function 
J„(x;z/y;l) = e x p f — — ] j „ ( x e x i ) ( — ],y;ij, (2.2.1.9) 
provides another interesting form ([23]; p.l64). 
6. Jn{x;l/Q;z') = J„(x), (2.2.1.10) 
where J„(a;) are the BF defined by Eq. (1.3.13). 
2.2.2. SPECIAL CASES OF 4V2PBF J„(a:, y, it, u; 77, ^ ) 
We note the following special cases of 4V2PBF Jn{x, y, u, v; 77, ^): 
1. Jn{x,y,u,v;l,^) = Jn{x,y,u,v;0, (2.2.2.1) 
where Jn{x,y,u,v;^) is given by Eqs. (2.1.3)-(2.1.4). 
2. J„(a:,0,M,0;7/,O = Jn(x,u;0, (2.2.2.2) 
where J„(a;,it;^) denotes 2-variable 1-parameter Bessel functions (2V1PBF) defined by 
the generating fmiction ([23]; p.31(7.4)) 
f ; J„(x, u; or = exp ( 1 (^ - 1 ) + ^ 0 - 0 ) . (2.2.2.3) 
3. J„(a;,y, 0,0; 77,0 = Jn{x,y;T]), {2.2.2 A) 
where Jn{x,y;r]) denotes another form of 2V1PBF defined by the generating function 
([23]; p.l76(1.2)) 
J2 M^,y;vr = exp ( |^(^f _ 1^ + I (^rjt^ ~^))- ^^ •^ •^ •^ ^ 
4. J„(x,t / ,0,0;l ,O = ^„(a:,y), (2.2.2.6) 
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where Jn{x,y) is given by Eq. (2.2.1.2). 
5. J„(x,0,0,0;r?,O = Ux). (2.2.2.7) 
6. J„{x,y,u,v-1,1) = J„{x-u,y-v), (2.2.2.8) 
and 
J„(a;,0,w,0;l,l) = Jn{x-u). (2.2.2.9) 
It is also worth to mention the following particular cases: 
J„(x,y,0,0;l,O = ^n(2;;l/y;l) = J„(x,j/). (2.2.2.10) 
and 
J„(x, 0,0,0; 77,0 = ./n(2;; 1/0;/) = J„(x). (2.2.2.11) 
2.3. REPRESENTATION Q(w,mo) OF % AND GENERATING RELA-
TIONS 
Miller [61] have determined realizations of the irreducible representation Q{u}, mo) 
of Ts where a;,Tno G C such that u> ^Q and 0 < Re mo < 1. The spectrum S of this 
representation is the set {mo + k : fc an integer}, and the representation space V has 
a basis (/m)mGSi such that 
Co,ofm = {J'-J-)fm = a;Vm, w ^  0. (2.3.1) 
The commutation relations satisfied by the operators J^, J^ are 
[J3^j+| = j+^ [j3 j - | ^ _ j - ^ fj+ j - | 3^  p. (2.3.2) 
In order to find the realizations of this representation on space of fimctions of two 
complex variables x and y, Miller ([61]; pp. 59-60) has taken the functions fm{x,y) = 
Zm{x)e'^''', such that relations (2.3.1) are satisfied for all m 6 5, where the diflFerential 
operators J^, J^ are given by 
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J^ = — 
J- = e-" (2.3.3) 
d__ld_ 
dx xdy\ ' 
d__ld_ 
dx X dy 
In particular, we are looking for the functions fm{x,y,t;z,z') = Zm{x,y',z,z')f 
such that relations (2.3.1) are satisfied for all m € 5. 
We take the set of hnear differential operators J^', J^' as follows 
d J3' = t 
dt' 
_ t_a_ 2yt d Az't d f d 
z dx xz dy xz dz' xz dt' 
t dx xt dy xt dz' xdt^ (2.3.4) 
and note that these operators satisfy the commutation relations identical to (2.3.2). 
In terms of the functions Zm{^, y; z, z') and using operators (2.3.4), relations (2.3.1) 
reduce to 
m (0 
(ii) 
(iii) 
l_d_ 2 y ^ _ 4 £ ^ _ ^ 
z dx xz dy xz dz' xz 
_d_ ^d__4z^_d__m 
dx X dy X dz' x 
Z^{x,y]z,z') =u)Zjn+i{x,y]z,z'), 
Z„r{x, y; z, z') = a;Z„,_i(x, y; z, z), 
Id 4(m - l)y d Id^ V ^ 162^ ^ d^ I6yz' d^ 
zdx^ x^zdy^ x^z dz'^ x'^z dydz' xzdx x^z dy 
8(m + 2)z^ d m^ 
dz' x^z x^z 
Zm{x, y; 2, z') = a;^Z„,(x, y; z, z'). (2.3.5) 
The complex constant a; in these equations and in relations (2.3.1) is cle£irly 
nonessential. Hence, without any loss of generality we can assume a; = — 1. For 
this choice of a;, and in terms of the functions Zm(x), relations (2.3.1) become ([61|; 
p.60(3.25)) 
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(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
_1 
dx 
m 
d m 
dx X 
Zm{x) = -Zm+l{x), 
Zm{x) = Zm-l{x), 
(i2 1 d m2 
Zm{x) = Z„,{x). (2.3.6) 
dx^ xdx x^ 
We observe that (i) and (ii) of Eqs. (2.3.6) agree with the conventional recursion 
relations (1.3.17) for BF Jm.{x) and (iii) coincides with the diflFerential equation (1.3.16) 
for Jm{x)- Thus we see that Zm{x) = Jm{x) is a solution of Eqs. (2.3.6) for all m G S. 
Sinailaxiy, we see that for u = —1, (iii) of Eqs. (2.3.5) coincides with the dif-
ferential equation (2.1.8) of 2V2PBF Jm{x\z/y\z'). In fact, for all m ^ S, the 
choice for Zm{x,y;z,z') = Jm{x;z/y;z') satisfy Eqs. (2.3.5). It follows from the 
above discussion that the functions fmix,y,t;z,z') = Jm{x;z/y]z')f^y m e 5 form 
a basis for a realization of the representation Q{—l,Tno) of %. By using Theorem 
1.5.1, this representation of % can be extended to a local multiplier representation 
T of 73 defined on T, the space of all functions analytic in a neighbourhood of the 
point (a;°, r/°, t°; z^, z'°) = (1,0,1,1,1). Using operators (2.3.4), the actions of the one-
parameter groups exp(a»7^), exp(6J'''") and exp(Ci7~) are obtained by integrating the 
following differential equations: 
; l . { a ) = 0 . l , ( a ) = 0 , lt{a)=t(a). 
d , , d ,, . d , ^ 
-zia)=0, - . ' ( a ) = 0, - K a ) = 0 ; 
db^^ z{by db 
d _ 2y{b)t{b) 
'^'•^^^ x{b)z{b)'-
-4z'(b)t{b) 
^zib) = 0, ^z'ib)= ^^^^^^^^ 
db ^ ' x{b)z{bY 
1.(6) =0; 
dc^' t(c)' dc^^' i(c)((c)' dc^' x(cy 
i<'^='>- ^^w -42'(c) d x{c)t{cy dc 
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- K c ) = 0; (2.3.7) 
subject to the conditions 2;(0) = re, y(0) = y, t{0) = t, z(0) = z, z'{0) — z' and 
1/(0) = 1, where v is multipher of the representation. 
Hence, the values of the multiplier representations of exp(aj'^), exp(6J'"'") and 
exp(cj'~) are given by 
[T(expaj3)/](x,y,^;z,/) = /(a:,y,e''i;z,2:'), 
[r(exp6J+)/](a-,j/,t;z,z') 
[T(expcJ-)/](a:,y,f;2,z') 
-§)• ' ( - 2W -1/2 ;z ,z ' 1 + — V xz. 
2c\ 1/2 2c' - 1 2c\ 1/2 2cV 
= ^in^-5j •n^-sj -'I'-sj ^^ -^ 'i^ -sj I-
26t 
xz < i ; 
2c 
< 1 , (2.3.8) 
for / G .F. If ^ e T3 is given by Eq. (1.5.25), then 
g = (exp6j+)(expcj~)(expaj^) . 
Therefore, for / 6 .F and ^ in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of the identity 
we have 
[r(p)/](x, t/, t; 2, z') = [r(exp 6 J+) r (exp c J - ) r ( e x p a J^)/](x, y, t; 2,2'), 
and hence the local multiplier representation takes the form 
[r(5)/](x,y,t;2,/) = j{x{<l4fl\y<^r\e''tr^'^^'''^\z,z'<t>-^\ 
where 
, 26t , 
<^:= 1 + — ; ^ 
xz 
1 and 
xt xz 
< i ; 
2c 
xt 
< 1. (2.3.9) 
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The matrix elements of T{g) with respect to the analytic basis {frajmes are the 
functions Aikig) uniquely determined by Q(-l,njo) of Ts, and we obtain relations 
[T{g)frr^+k]{x, y, t; z, z') = ^ Aik{g)fm^+i{x, y, t; z, z'), k = 0, ± 1 , ±2, ± 3 . . . , 
(2.3.10) 
which simplifies to the identity 
oo 
= J2 Am-moi9Umo+i{x;z/y;z')t^^'-"', (2.3.11) 
1=—<X 
and the matrix elements Aik{g) are given by ([61]; p.56(3.12)'), 
Aik{g) = \k - l\\ oFi[- ; | fc-Z| + l;6c], (2.3.12) 
for all integral values of I, k and where QFI denotes confluent hypergeometric function 
(1.3.18). Substituting (2.3.12) into (2.3.11), we obtain the generating relation 
^ - W 2 ^ m / 2 j ^ ( ^ ( ^ ^ ) l / 2 . ,/y^^-l. ^ ' ^ - 2 ^ 2 ) 
p=—oo b|! 
m € C ; 2bt 
xz 
< i ; 
2c 
xt 
< 1 . (2.3.13) 
rv Further if 6c ^ 0, we can introduce the co-ordinates r and v such that h= — and 
T 
c= ——-. With these new co-ordinates, the matrix elements (2.3.12) can be expressed 
2v 
as 
Aik{g) = e("^ +*=)- (-1/)'-'= Ji_k{rl k = 0, ± 1 , ±2, • • • , (2.3.14) 
and generating relation (2.3.13) becomes 
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uxt 
m/2 
V 
TVt 
1 + 
xz 
Jm U 1 + 
xz j V r/xt/ ' \ xz) \ uxt) ' 
\ xz J \ i/xtJ 
p=—oo uxt 
< i ; 
r i 4 
xz 
< 1, (2.3.15) 
Next, we derive generating relations involving 4V2PBF Jn{x,y,u,v;r],^). We 
consider the functions fm{x,y,u,v,t;T},^) = Wm{x,y,u,v;T},^)t"^ such that relations 
(2.3.1) are satisfied for all m € 5 and take the set of Unear differential operators 
K\ K"^ as follows 
dx X dr] X d^ x dt' 
K- = - l ^ + ^ ^ - ^ l - l ^ . (2.3.16) 
tdx xtdrj xtd^ xdt' 
We note that these operators also satisfy the commutation relations identical to 
(2.3.2). In terms of the functions W,„(i,y, U,U;T;,^) and using operators (2.3.16), 
relations (2.3.1) reduce to 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
d 2r] d ^ d m 
dx x drj xd^ x Wm{x,y,u,v;7),^) = u}Wm+i{x,y,u,v;rj,^), 
d 2r] d id m 
dx X drj xd^ x Wm{x, y, u, v; rj, 0 = i^Wm-i {^, y, u, v; 77,0, 
52 4r^d^ i ! ^ _ M _ ^ _ l A 477(1-m) a 
dx'^ x^ drf x^d^"^ x^ drjd^, xdx di) 
iil + 2m) d m 
x^ + d^ x\ 
Wm{x,y,u,v;'n,i) = (jj'^Wmix,y,u,v;T],i). (2.3.17) 
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Now, we see that for u = - 1 , (iii) of Eqs. (2.3.17) coincides with the diflFerential 
equation (2.1.14) of 4V2PBF Jm(x,y,u,v;T],(). Therefore, it follows that the functions 
fm{x, y, u, V, t; 77, ^ ) = Jm{^, y, u, v; T], ^ )f^, mE S also form a basis for a realization of 
the representation Q{—1, mo) of T3. Proceeding as before and using operators (2.3.16), 
the local multiplier representation takes the form 
[n9)f]( ( ( 2btV'^ { 2cy'^ ( x,2/,w,t;,t;7/,0 = / I a (^ 1 + — j ( ^ ~ ^ ) ,y ," , v;e"t f 1 + 
2 W \ - " ' 
}-T,) 'A'^TK'-t) -H'^TJ 
2ht 
< i ; 
2c 
xt 
< 1 , (2.3.18) 
and hence, we obtain the generating relation 
' l - 2 c / x A " ' ^ ^ 
l + 26t/x/ 
K-f )""(-=)•>£ (~^)'^' //,^(P+|p|)/2 /^\(-p+|p|)/2 b|! ^^  ^ ^ 
X oi^i[-; IPI + l;6c]J,„+p(a:,y,u,^;;77,0<^ m^C; 2bt < i ; 2c xf < 1. (2.3.19) 
Further, for 6 = — and c = - — , generating relation (2.3.19) becomes 
1 +r/i'xt\"^' 
1 + rvt/x ^-H'''^)'''('^i^)''''''"'"''('^?)('^i^t)"' 
(^  "^  V ) "^ (^  "^  i;^)' i ^ £ (-^ )%(r)J„.+p(x,y,tx,«;77,0*'', 
TVt 
x 
< i ; 
r 
< 1 , (2.3.20) 
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2.4. APPLICATIONS 
We discuss some applications of the generating relations obtained in the preceding 
section. 
2.4.1. Applications of Generating Relations Involving 2V2PBF Jn(x; z/y; z') 
I. Taking c = 0 and f = 1 in generating relation (2.3.13), we get 
1 + — Jm[x 
xz J xzj \ xz) \ xz) 
(-6) 
= 5 3 —j—</m+p(x; z/y; 2'), 
p=0 V 
26 
xz 
< 1 . 
Again, taking 6 = 0 and i = 1 in generating relation (2.3.13), we get 
(2.4.1.1) 
' 2c\ ' 
p=0 
2c 
X 
(2.4.1.2) 
Taking y = 0 and z = 1 in generating relations (2.4.1.1) and (2.4.1.2) and using Eq. 
(2.2.1.10), we obtain the formulas of Lommel ([61], p.62(3.30, 3.31)) respectively. Also 
taking y = 0 and z = 1 in generating relation (2.3.13), and using Eq. (2.2.1.10), we 
obtain ([61]; p.62(3.29)). Similarly, taking y = 0 and z = t = 1 in generating relation 
(2.3.15), we obtain a generalization of Graf's addition theorem ([61]; p.63(3.32)). 
Further, taking z = z' = 0 in generating relation (2.4.1.2), and using Eq. (2.2.1.7), 
we get 
'1-1)"%, 2c ^  
-iHT'iH, -V 
2c 
X 
< 1 , (2.4.1.3) 
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where Hn{x,y) is given by Eq. (2.1.11). 
II . Taking b = —c and z = z' = f = 1 in generating relation (2.3.13), and using Eq. 
(2.2.1.1), we get 
Jm{xil j ,y 
= E i„.. oFi{-.|p| + l;-cVm4-p(x,y), 
p=—oo bl! 
2c 
< 1, (2.4.1.4) 
where Jm(x,y) is given by Eq. (2.2.1.2). Similarly, taking z = z' = v = t = 1 in 
generating relation (2.3.15), we get 
oo 
J ^ ( x ( l + ^ ) ,y ) = ^ (-l)%(r)J„+p(x.y), 
p=—oo 
< 1. (2.4.1.5) 
III . Taking b = c; z = z' = —1 and t = 1 in generating relation (2.3.13), and using 
Eq. (2.2.1.3), we get 
Im(x(l-^),y)= f ; L j ! l o F i H b | + l;c2]Wp(x,y), 
p=—oo 
2c 
X 
< 1, (2.4.1.6) 
where I,n{x,y) is given by Eq. (2.2.1.4). 
2.4.2. Applications of Generat ing Relations Involving 4 V 2 P B F Jn{x, y, u, v; T/, ^) 
I. Taking c = 0 and i = 1 in generating relation (2.3.19), we get 
X . 
-m/2 / / 2b\^^^ ( 
Jm\x\\-V — \ ,y ,w,u;77( l + 
= E 
p = — O C 
— — J„,+p(a;, t/, u, u; T;, 0 , p! 
7)4-^) -1 /2N 
26 
< 1 . (2.4.2.1) 
Again, taking 6 = 0 and < = 1 in generating relation (2.3.19), we get 
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i^-T-H^-^r-M^-^r^-^T) 
°° (—cV 
p=—oo p\ 
2c 
X 
< 1 . (2.4.2.2) 
Further, taking y = u = v = Oxn generating relations (2.4.2.1) and (2.4.2.2) 
and using Eq. (2.2.2.7), we obtain the formulas of Lommel ([61], p.62(3.30, 3.31)) 
respectively. Also taking y = w = t; = Oin generating relation (2.3.19) and using 
Eq. (2.2.2.7) we obtain ([61]; p.62(3.29)). Similarly taking y = u = v = Oajidt=l 
in generating relation (2.3.20), we obtain a generalization of Graf's addition theorem 
([61]; p.63(3.32)). 
II. Taking b = —c and T; = < = 1 in generating relation (2.3.19), we get 
\ \ / / p=-OC 
X J„,+p(x,y,u,u;0, 2c 
X 
< 1 . (2.4.2.3) 
where Jmix,y,u,v;^) is given by Eqs. (2.1.3)-(2.1.4). Similarly, taking r) = i/ = t = 1 
in generating relation (2.3.20), we get 
oo 
J „ , ( x ( l + ^ ) , y , w , t ; ; ^ ) = J ] (-l)^Jp(r)J^+p(a;,t/ ,u,u;0, | ^ | < 1- (2.4.2.4) 
p=—oo 
Further, taking ^ = 1 in generating relations (2.4.2.3) and (2.4.2.4) and using Eq. 
(2.2.2.8) we get 
.„(.(i-|) -.„-„) .jj-)-;fw^^.HHH-.-c'i 
xJm+p{x-u,y-v), 2c 
X 
< 1 , (2.4.2.5) 
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and 
oo 
Jm{x(l + ^^-u,y-v^ = J2 {-\yjp{r)Jm+p{x-u,y-v), | - | < 1, (2.4.2.6) 
p=—oo 
respectively. 
III . Taking y = v = 0 in generating relation (2.3.19) and using Eq. (2.2.2.2), we get 
(i -2c/xtY"' 26 A 1/2 +2ht/x) •^-^y^y+ x) V ^tj Hr^<^^Tr'\ I - 2c l/2> Xt , 
^ S ^ ^*^^^'"^^' (c)(-''+"")/2 o F j - ; IPI + 1; be] J^^^ix, u; ^t^, 
p=—oo 
2bt 
< 1 , 
2c 
< 1 . (2.4.2.7) 
where J,„(z,t/;^) is given by Eq. (2.2.2.3). Similarly, taking y = v = 0 in generating 
relation (2.3.20), we get 
M + — \ 
uxt I 
a; / 
n 4 r \ i / 2 
V i/a;f/ 
= X^ (-I/)%(r)y„.+p(x,u;0<^ — <l ; 
p=—oo 
I/Zf < 1. (2.4.2.8) 
IV. Taking u = u = 0 in generating relation (2.3.19) and using Eq. (2.2.2.4) we get 
1 + 2htlx )-H-v)(-l) .-(-?)(-!) 
(_1)1PI 
= E H;^ -(6)^ '^ ''''^ '^(c)^ -''^ ''''^ ^^A[-;|p! + l;M^m+p(x,y;T,)t^ 
p=-oo |P|! 
26f 
X 
< 1 , 
2c 
xf - I < 1 , (2.4.2.9) 
where Jmix-, y\ f]) is given by Eq. (2.2.2.5). 
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Similarly, taking u = v = 0 in generating relation (2.3.20), we get 
uxt j 
ri/t \ 1 + — / 
\ X / 
Jm\x{l + ?)"(>-r^)".-0-v)o-^)" 
= J2^~^^^'^p^-^^'^"'+p^^^y'^^^^^^ 
p=—oo 
rut 
< i ; 
uxt 
< 1 . (2.4.2.10) 
2.5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We note that the expressions (2.3.10) are vaUd only for group elements ^ in a 
sufficiently small neighbourhood of the identity element of the Lie group T3. However, 
we can also use operators (2.3.4) to derive generating relations for 2V2PBF and related 
functions associated with group elements bounded away from the identity. 
If f{x, y, t; z, z') is a solution of the equation Co,o/ = ^"^j, i.e.. 
1 a2 V _ 5 l 162'2 a^ IGyz' d"" Id 4(m - l)y d 
zdx^ x^zdy"^ x^z dz'^ x^z dydz' xzdx 
8(Tn + 2)z' d m} 
x-z dy 
x^z 
(2.5.1) 
then the function T(g)f given by (2.3.9) satisfies the equation 
Cofiing)/) = uj\T{g)f). 
This follows from the fact that Co,o commutes with the operators J'^', J~' and J^. 
Now if / is a solution of the equation 
{xiJ-^' +X2J-' + X3J^)f{x,y,t;z,z') = Xf{x,y,t;z,z'), (2.5.2) 
for constants xi, X2, X3 and A, then T{g)f is a solution of the equation 
[Tig)(x,J+' + X2J-' + x,J^)T{g-')][Tig)f] = X[T{g)f]. (2.5.3) 
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The inner automorphism ^ig of Lie group Ta defined by 
^g{h) = ghg-\ h e T3, (2.5.4) 
induces an automorphism /x* of Lie algebra Ta where 
fjTgia) = gag-\ a^%. 
If Q = XiJ-^ + X2J" + XzJ^ where J+ , J " and J^ are given by Eq. (1.5.28) and 
g is given by Eq. (L5.25), then we have 
^JL*g{a) = (xie" - 6x3) J-*" + (X2e-" + cars) J '" + X3J^^ (2.5.5) 
as a consequence of which, we can write 
T{g){xiJ^'+X2J-'+XzJ^')T{g-^) = {xie''-bxz)J^'+{x2e-''+cx3)J-'+X3J^. (2.5.6) 
To give an example of the application of these remarks, we consider the function 
f{x,y,t;z,z') = Jm{x;z/y;z')f^, m G C. Since Co,o/ = / and J^f = mf, so the 
function 
lT{g)f]{x,y,t-z,z') = e-'^ ( T T ^ ) -^ ^ ( ( ^ + T ) ' ^ ' {""'7^'' 
satisfies the equations 
Co,o[T{9)f] = T{g)f, (2.5.8) 
i-bJ^' + cJ" + J")[Tig)f] = m[T{g)f]. (2.5.9) 
For a = b = 0 and c = — 1, we can express the function (2.5.7) in the form 
„(x,,,<;../)=(,H|)"'^„((x' + f)"^./v(l + g"';^'(l + | ) ' 
(2.5.10) 
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No A', using the Laurent expansion 
oc 
h{x,y,t;z,z') = ^ hk[x,y;z,z')t^, \xt\<2, 
k=-oc 
in Eq. (2.5.8), we observe that /IA-(X, y\ z, z') is a solution of differential equation (2.1.8) 
for each integer k. Since the function h{x, y, t; z, z') is bounded for a; = y = 0, therefore 
we have 
hk{x, y; 2, z') = cM^:; z/y; z'), Ck € C. 
Thus 
00 
hk{x,y,t\z,z') = ^ CkJkix;z/y;z')t''. (2.5.11) 
k=—oo 
Now, from Eq. (2.5.9), we have {-J~' + J^')h{x, y, t; 2,2') = mh{x, y, t; 2,2') and 
therefore it follows that 
ct+i = {m-k)ck. 
Further, taJcing x = y = 0 in (2.5.10), and using (2.5.11), we get CQ = l / r ( m + 1), 
and hence Ck = l/T{m — A- + 1). Thus we obtain the following result 
..^r.Jf.^.f)'^..(i.g-'.'0.a' 
fc=—00 ^ 
which is obviously not a special case of generating relation (2.3.13). Similarly, by using 
operators (2.3.16) and proceeding exactly as above we get the following generating 
relation for 4V2PBF Jn(x,y,u,v;T),^) 
? + 7)"'"-'"'((^' + T)"' '^'"-"' ' '0 + S ) ' - « 0 + ~^ 
= 2 . r(m-fc + i) ' '^ ' '<^' ^'-'-'^^ 
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which is not a special case of generating relation (2.3.19). Several other examples of 
generating relations can be derived by this method, see for example Weisner [79]. 
The theory of BF is rich and wide, and certainly provides an inexhaustible field 
of research. A large number of functions are recognized as belonging to the BF family. 
Many variable BF were introduced at the beginning of the last century, see for example 
[3,49], forgotten for many years and reconsidered within the context of various physical 
appUcations at the end of the last century, see for example [6,11,12,15,18,23,27|. 
We have considered GBF within the group representation formalism. The 2V2PBF 
J„i(x; z/i/; z') and 4V2PBF J„(x, y, u, v; T], ^ ) appeared as basis functions for a realiza-
tion of the representation Q{—l,mo) of the Lie algebra Ts. The analysis presented in 
this chapter confirms the possibility of extending this approach to other useful forms 
of GBF. 
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CHAPTER 3 
LIE THEORETIC GENERATING RELATIONS 
INVOLVING GENERALIZED GEGENBAUER 
POLYNOMIALS 
3.1. INTRODUCTION 
A systematic efifort of generalization of the Gegenbauer polynomials [68] was un-
dertaken by Gould [37] in 1965. Recently, Dattoli et ol. [14] have developed a strategy 
of generalization of Gegenbauer polynomials, which complement to that of Gould, and 
benefits firom the variety of existing Hermite polynomials. They have introduced new 
integral representations of Chebyshev [68] and Gegenbauer polynomials in terms of 
Hermite polynomials. 
The Gegenbauer polynomials Cii (x), are defined as 
with the generating function 
oo 
(1 - 2xf +1^)-*^ = Y^Ci^'\x)e. (3.1.2) 
n=0 
The Chebyshev polynomials of the second kind Un{x) [28], defined as 
' ; ;^ ' ( - l )^(n-fc)!(2xr^^ 
with the generating function 
oo 
(1 - 2a;f + i2)-i = ^ t / „ ( a ; ) t " (3.1.4) 
n=0 
are particular case of Gegenbauer polynomials. 
The polynomials f/„(x) has the following integral representation ([21]; p.418(7)) 
Unix) = ^re-H^HnUx,—) dt, (3.1.5) 
where Hn(x,y) are the 2-variable Hermite Kampe de Feriet polynomials (2VHKdFP) 
defined by Eq. (2.1.11). 
Dattoli et al. [14] have used the method of integral transforms to generalize Gegen-
bauer polynomials. We consider the 2-variable 1-paiameter Gegenbauer polynomials 
(2V1PGP) defined by ([14]; p.ll(23)) 
U, (x,y,a) r ( M ) ^ fc! (n - 2fc)!a'»+''-'= ' ^'^•^'^^ 
The generating function for these polynomials is 
oo 
{a-2xt + ytY'' = Yl^JrK^,y;c^)t'', (3.1.7) 
n=0 
and the integral representation for these polynomials in terms of 2VHKdFP Hn{x, y) 
is 
^"'"(^- "•'** = ; ^ f ^-" ' ' ' •"- '^•. (2-. - f ) *• (3.1.8) 
The 2V1PGP Cn^\x,y;a) satisfy the following differential equation 
({x' -ay)^ + {l + 2tx)x £-n{n + 2ti)\ci^\x,y-,a) = 0. (3.1.9) 
The differential and pure recurrence relations satisfied by these polynomials are 
^C^\x,y;a) = ^ (nCi^K^,y-a)-y^Cltl,{x,y-,a)^ , 
^Ci^\x,y;a) = ^ ^ j ^ ^ (a{n +l)C^M^,y;a) - {n + 2fx)xCi^\x,y-a)) , 
l.Cit){x,y;a) = J-^^^ [nxCit\x,y;a) - (n + 2/z - l)yC^\{x,y;a)) , 
Q(n+ l)c2i(x,t / ;a) + (n + 2/z- l)yCil\(a;,y;a) = 2(n + fi)xCi^\x,y;a). (3.1.10) 
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Motivated and inspired by the work of Dattoli et al. [14,20,21] and a recent work 
on representation of Lie algebra ^(0,1) (Example 1.5.3) and 2-dimensional Hermite 
polynomials in [52], in this chapter, we derive generating relations involving 2V1PGP 
Cn {x,y;a) and hypergeometric function 2-P1 (1.3.5) by constructing a 3- dimensional 
Lie algebra isomorphic to special Unear algebra sl{2), the Lie algebra of the complex 
special hnear group SL{2) (Example 1.5.2), using Weisner's method [77]. 
The reason of interest for this family of polynomials is due to the fact that these 
polynomials include various other generalized as well as known polynomials as special 
cases. In Section 3.2, we discuss some special cases of 2V1PGP Ck'\x,y;a), and 
determine the multipher represenation of the Lie group SL{2). In Section 3.3., we 
derive generating relations by using the representaion of the Lie group SL{2). The 
main interest in our results Ues in the fact that a nmnber of their special cases can 
be used to derive many new and known results for the polynomials associated with 
2V1PGP, which we obtain in Section 3.4. Finally, we give some concluding remarks in 
Section 3.5. 
3.2. SPECLA.L CASES OF 2V1PGP C '^^ >(a:, y; a) A N D GROUP-THEORETIC 
METHOD 
We note the following special cases of2VlPGPd''^(a:,T/;a): 
1. C^'\x,y;a) = £/„(x,t/;a), (3.2.1) 
where t/„(x, t/;a) denotes 2-variable 1-parameter Chebyshev polynomials (2V1PCP) 
defined by the generating function [14] 
{a - 2xt + yt^)-' = J2Un{x,y;Q)r. (3.2.2) 
n=0 
2. Ck'^''\x,y;a) = Pn{x,y;a), (3.2.3) 
where P„{x,y;a) denotes 2-variable 1-parameter Legendre polynomials (2VlPLeP) 
defined by the generating function [14] 
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{a-2xt + ye)-"^ = X ^ P „ ( x , r | a r . (3.2.4) 
n=0 
I (M) / 3. Cr{x,y-a) = P„{2,x,y,-^,J), (3.2.5) 
where Pn{2,x,y,—fi,a) denotes generalized Humbert polynomials (GHP) defined by 
the generating function ([37]; p.697(l.l)) 
OQ 
(c - mxt + yt"y = Y^Pn{m,x,y,p,c)e. (3.2.6) 
n=0 
4. Cir\x,Q;a) = Clr\x-a) = ^ ^ ^ • (3.2.7) 
5. L7„(x,0;a) = [/„(a:;a) = ^ . (3.2.8) 
a 
6. C i ' ' \ x , l ; l ) = Ci'^^x), (3.2.9) 
where Ck'\x) is given by Eqs. (3.1.1)-(3.1.2). 
7. C^'^(a;,l;l) = C/„(x), (3.2.10) 
where C/„(x) is given by Eqs. (3.1.3)-(3.1.4). 
8. d ' /^^(x , l ; l ) = F„(x), (3.2.11) 
where Pn(x) are the Legendre polynomials defined by Eq. (1.3.19). 
Now, to make use of the Lie group-theoretic method, first we construct a partial 
differential equation corresponding to the differential equation (3.1.9) of Cn (x, y;a) . 
Further, using the recmrence relations (3.1.10), we determine the first order hnear 
differential operators which form the base to determine the transformed function and 
the multiplier representation of the Lie group SL{2). 
We replace -— by . ^ , n by t— and C\t\x,y;oc) by f{x,y,t\a) in Eq. (3.1.9) to 
ax ox at 
construct the following partial differential equation 
(x^ - a y ) — - t^— + (1 + 2/x)x— - (1 + 2fx)t-j f{x,y,t;a) = 0. (3.2.12) 
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Let L represent the differential operator of Eq. (3.2.12),ii.e/,,,j^ vfo ^ 
Therefore /(a;, y, t; a) = CJi'^x, y; a)t" is a solution of Eq. (3.2.12), since Ci'^^x, y\ a) 
is a solution of Eq. (3.1.9). 
We now seek the Unearly independent maintaining, lowering and raising operators 
J^, J~ and J"*" each of the form 
f\ f\ fi 
Ai(x,y,t)—+ A2{x,y,t)— + A3{x,y,t)—+ A4(x,y,t), 
defined on T, the complex space of all functions analytic in some neighbourhood of 
(x°,y°,i°)€C3, such that 
j'[Ci^\x,y;a)e] = anCir\x,y;a)t\ 
J-[Ci^\x,y;a)e] = hr.c'^\{x,y-a)t^-\ 
J+[Ci'')(x,y;a)r] = c„cSi(x,y;a)t"+S (3.2.14) 
where a„, 6„ and c„ are expressions in n which are independent of x,t/ and f but not 
necessarily of a and n. Each Ai{x,y,t), (i = 1,2,3,4), on the other hand, is an 
expression in r, y and t which is independent of n, but not necessarily of a and ii. 
Now using Eq. (3.2.14) and recurrence relations (3.1.10), we get the operators 
r3 d 
fx^ — OLy\ d X d 
V^jdi'ydi' 
. fx^ — ctuX d xt^ d 2u,xt / „ ^ , ^ N 
J+ = -)t^ + —^ + -^^- 3.2.15 
\ a J ox a ot a 
Theorem 3.2.1. The three Unearly independent linear operators J^, J~ and J"*" given 
by Eq. (3.2.15), defined on J^, generate a 3-dimensional Lie algebra isomorphic to 
sl{2), the Lie algebra of the complex special linear group SL{2). 
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Proof. We observe that the operators J^, J~ and J"*" satisfy the following commutation 
relations 
[J^y=^] = ± J * , [J-^.J-] = 2J3. (3.2.16) 
These conmiutation relations sure identical with the commutation relations (1.5.19) 
satisfied by the basis elements (1.5.18) of the special linear algebra sl{2). 
Thus we conclude that the J-operators J^, J~ and J"*" generate a three-dimensional 
Lie algebra isomorphic to s/(2). 
In terms of the J-operators, we introduce the Casimir operator ([61]; p.32), 
C = J-^J-+J\J^-J^ 
= ^ ((^ ^ -"*)£- 4+(1+'"^4 - (1 ^  ^ "^ 'D+"(" - ')• 
(3.2.17) 
It is easy to verify that the J-operators commute with the Casimir operator C, 
that is 
[C,J3] = [C,7*] = 0. (3.2.18) 
Eq. (3.2.17) enables us to write Eq. (3.2.12) as 
Cf{x,y,t;a) = /x(/x-l)/(a; ,y, t ;a) . (3.2.19) 
The extended forms of the transformation groups generated by the operators J^,J~ 
and J'^ may be expressed as follows 
e''-^'f{x,y,t;a) = e^''^/(a;,y,ie^';a), 
a - / ( . . . . , = ( ^ ) ' / ( ^ , . ^ ; « ) , (3...0) 
where 6', d and r ' are arbitrary constants; ^ := {xt-ac'); 6 := (x^-ay); 0 := (x-b'yt) 
and / (x , r/, i; a) is an arbitrary fvmction. 
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Thus it is evident that 
Now we proceed to compute the multiplier representation \r{g)f\{x,y,t\Q), g € 
SL(2), induced by the J-operators. 
For g € SL{2) and d y^  0, it is a straightforward computation to show that 
g = exp(6'J+)exp(c'J'-)exp(r'J'3), 
where b' = —;, c' = —cd, exp ( 7 7 ) = - ; and ad — be = 1. d \2 J d 
Hence the operator T(g) is given by 
[Tig)f]{x,y,t;a) = [T(exp(6'y+))r(exp(c'J'-))r(exp(T'j3))/](x,j/,i;a) 
= e"^ (-^^Y f ( y/ay{ayt4>-ad{<!>''-e)) 
\(f)2-e) I ,/{e - )^(a2y2f2 _ 2a2c't,i<^ + a2c'2((^ 2 _ ^)) '^' 
fa2^ 2^ 2 _ 2a2c/yf^  ^ a2^^^ _ g) 
^J(^rr^) ^ '" 1' (^ -2-22) 
which after setting b' = —-, c' = —cd, exp ( — ) = - : and using the fact that ad —be 
a \2 J d 
1, gives 
(3.2.23) 
where ^ := ex + ayt and T] := dx + byt. 
In the next section, we derive generating relations by assigning particular values 
to the constants b' and c' in transformed function (3.2.21). Further, we use multipher 
representation (3.2.23) and determine the matrix elements to derive more generating 
relations. 
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3.3. GENERATING RELATIONS 
First we obtain generating relations derived from the operator J^ by considering 
the following three cases of the transformed function exp(6'J"*") exp(c'J~)[C„ ^(x, y] a)f"]. 
Case 1. Taking 6' = 0 and c' = 1 in Eq. (3.2.21), we obtain 
Now expanding this function, we get 
and further taking t ^ =l,we get 
' 2x1 ai2\"/2 
1 + 
y 
'^ W^-T + f ) ^ '^ 
(3.3.1) 
Case 2. Taking 6' = 1 and c/ = 0 in Eq. (3.2.21), we obtain 
e-^'[cnx,y;ar] = {ar-^\yt'-2xt + a)-^'^^"^'^ C^ -) ( /^^^""'f ,y;a] r, 
\ \/yi - 2xi + a J 
and further expanding this function, we get 
(ar-^^yt^ - 2xt + a)-('^-/2)Ci'^) f /^,^"7 f >y;c.) 
Y ^yf 2 -2xt + a J 
= T.C'l'')cirU^^y;ar- (3-3.2) 
i/=0 ^ ' 
Case 3. Taking b'cf 7«^  0, 6' = 1 and c' = - 1 m Eq. (3.3.21), we obtain 
e''e-'-[Ci^\x,y;ar] = a'^^-/^--/\yt'-2xt+a)-^'^^-/'^Ci^^ ( /f""''''^ ,y;a] , 
V yyi -2xt + a ) 
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and further expanding this function, we get 
\y/yt^-2xt + a J f^o ri\ 
(3.3.3) 
Next, we consider the case when / (x, y, t; a) is a common eigenfunction of C and 
J^, that is, let f{x,y,t;a) be a solution of the simultaneous equations 
Cf{x,y,t;a) = fx{n-l)f{x,y,t;a), 
(3.3.4) 
J^f(x,y,t;a) = in +(j,)f{x,y,t;a), 
which yield f{x, y, t; a) = Ci''\x, y; a)e. 
So that, from Eq. (3.2.23), we have 
[T{9)f]{x, y, t; a) = a'^+"/2^''-n/2(^2 _ c2^)'*/2(^2 _ rf2^)-(p+„/2) 
/_^(^j -£)_ \ 
satisfying the relation 
C[T{9{fmx,y,t;a) = / / ( / / - l ) [ r (^ ) / ] (x ,y , i ; a ) . 
If n is not an integer, Eq. (3.3.5) has an expansion of the form 
[T{g)f]{x,y,t;a) = J2 J'^i9)ClrU^,y;ar^r (3.3.6) 
From (3.3.5) and (3.3.G), we get 
a ' ' - V - " / 2 ( ^ 2 _ ,2^)n/2(^2 _ rf2^)-(.W2)c(.) ( _ ^ ^ Z ^ ^ ^ ^ y , a 
oo 
= E JMC'^Xlix^y^ar^". (3.3.7) 
^=—00 
To determine >(p) , we set z = y = a = 1 in Eq. (3.3.7), and thus we have 
(3.3.8) j^{g) = h'^''y-{-brd-^''^^^^%Fi 2// + n + i/,-n;l + i/; 
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be 
ad 
Substituting this expression of ju{g) into Eq. (3.3.7) and simplifying, we obtain 
the generating relation 
be 
2// + r? + i/, - n ; 1 + v; 
bc_ 
ad 
(3.3.9) 
where -TT < arg(a), arg(d) < TT; 
ad 
< 1. 
Further, when n is a nonnegative integer, say n = fc, then we obtain the following 
generating function 
= E (t) (-l)''a'''''"''i"'"'""''2fi 
i/=0 
be 
2/i + I/, -A:; i/- k + 1;-— 
ad 
C[r\x,y:ay. 
(3.3.10) 
In the next section, we obtain many results as applications of generating relations 
(3.3.1), (3.3.2), (3.3.3), (3.3.9) and (3.3.10) which appear to be new. We also mention 
some interesting known results as applications. 
3.4. APPLICATIONS 
We consider the following appUcations of the generating relations obtained in the 
preceding section. 
I. Taking a = rf = < = 1 and c = 0 in generating relation (3.3.9), we obtain 
{aY^^'\a + 2bx + 6\)-('^+''/2) C^^^ ( - ^ t ^ ^ , y; a 
\y/a + 2bx + b^y ^ 
= E ( " ; ^ ' ' ) M r c £ t l ( : r , y ; a ) , (3.4.1) 
which after taking a = y = l;b= -t and using Eq. (3.2.9), reduces to ([68]; p.280(23)) 
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where Ck'\x) is given by Eqs. (3.1.1)-(3.1.2). 
Similarly, taking a = d = t = 1 and c = 0, we obtain results corresponding to 
generating relation (3.3.10). 
II. Taking a = d = t = 1 and 6 = 0 in generating relation (3.3.9), we get 
y^iy + 2CX + c^aT'^ C^^^ ( - ^ t ± ^ , y; a] 
\y/y + 2cx + (^a J 
= f ; ( ^ - ^ - " ) - c - c i ! l U x , y ; a ) , (3.4.3) 
j / = 0 
which for a = y = 1 Jind b = —t reduces to 
(' - - - ^'^"' ^ '^ (TOT?)=£ '^^^' '^'^-
Similarly, taking a = d = i = 1 and b = 0, we obtain results corresponding to 
generating relation (3.3.10). 
III. Taking // = 1 in generating relation (3.3.9) and using Eq. (3.2.1), we get 
n + 1/ 
^ " "^ '^  a"(-6)''rf-(2+"+'')2F, 
n 
J / = — O O 
be 
2 + n + I/, -n; 1 + u;--
ad 
t/„+,(x,y;a)<"+^ 
(3.4.4) 
where Unix, y; a) is given by Eq. (3.2.2). 
Similarly, taking /x = 1, we obtain results corresponding to generating relations 
(3.3.1), (3.3.2), (3.3.3) and (3.3.10). 
IV. Taking fi — 1/2 in generating relation (3.3.9) and using Eq. (3.2.3), we get 
y -sj-ti)^ - &dyjrf -d?e J 
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= E n + i/^ 
n 
a"(-6)''d-(^+"+'')?Fi be 1 + n + i/, - n ; 1 + i/; — 
ad 
P„+.(x,y;Q)t"+^ 
(3.4.5) 
where P„(x,t/;a) is given by Elq. (3.2.4). 
Similarly, taking /x = 1/2, we obtain results corresponding to generating relations 
(3.3.1), (3.3.2), (3.3.3) and (3.3.10). 
V. Taking a = y = 1 in generating relation (3.3.9) and using Eq. (3.2.9), we obtain 
(c2+a2i2+2acxt)"/2(d2+ft2^2^2Wx0-^+"/'^Ci''> {cd + abt^ + {ad + hc)xt) 
E n + v^ 
n 
a'^(-6)''d-(2;.+n+^)^^^ 
Vc2 + a2<2 + 2acxty/d? + bH'^ + 2bdxt, 
be 
2// + n + i/, - n ; 1 + i/; —; 
ad 
(3.4.6) 
Similarly, taking a = y = 1, we obtain result corresponding to generating relation 
(3.3.10). Generating relations (3.3.1)-(3.3.3) reduce to ([60]; pp.52-53 (6-8)). 
VI. Taking a = j / = /iz = l i n generating relation (3.3.9) and using Eq. (3.2.10), we 
obtain 
{cd + abt^ + {ad + bc)xt) {c^+aH^+2aextr/\d''+bH''+2bdxt)-^'+''/^^Un 
y c 2 + a2t2 + 2acxWd^ + bH"^ + 2bdxt, 
= E n + '^^  
n 
a"(-6)''d-(2+"+'')2^i be 2 + n + I/, - n ; 1 -f i/; —: 
ad 
Un+u{x)t n+j/ 
(3.4.7) 
where C/„(z) is given by Eqs. (3.1.3)-(3.1.4). 
Similarly, taking at = y = /i = l, we obtain results corresponding to generating 
relations (3.3.1), (3.3.2), (3.3.3) and (3.3.10). 
VII. Taking a = y = 1 and fi = 1/2, in generating relation (3.3.9) and using Eq. 
(3.2.11), we obtain 
{cd + abt^ + {ad + bc)xt) {c'Wt'+2acxtY'\d''+bh''+2bdxt)-^''+^^'''Pn 
Vc2 + aH"^ + 2acxWd:^ + 62^ 2 + 2bdxt ) 
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OO / 
^ r^^yi-byd-^'^-^^F, 
n 
be 1 + n -f i/, -n ; 1 +1/; — 
ad 
(3.4.8) 
where P„(x) are the Legendre polynomials defined by Eq. (1.3.19). For a = d = t — 1, 
6 = -f and c = 0 Eq. (3.4.8) reduces to ([68]; p.l69(7)) 
(1 - 2xt+a-'-" i^'. iv^w??)=f; (" r ) -^< )^'' ("• 9) 
Similarly, taking a = y = 1 and ^ = 1/2, we obtain results corresponding to 
generating relations (3.3.1), (3.3.2), (3.3.3) and (3.3.10). 
It is interesting to note that we can express the results involving 2V1PGP Cn (x, y, oc) 
in terms of GHP P„(2,x,t/,-ti,Q) by using Eq. (3.2.5). 
In next section we will discuss the possible futiure aspects of the work carried out 
in this chapter. 
3.5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this chapter, we have derived the generating relations involving 2V1PGP Cn {x, y; a) 
by using the representation theory of the Lie group SL(2). Also, we have obtained many 
new results for the polynomials associated with 2V1PGP. 
Further, it is remarked that the generating relations obtained in this chapter can 
be used to find many interesting relations involving other polynomials. As a specific 
example, we consider the derivation of the generating relation involving a new family 
of 2-variable orthogonal polynomials Rn{x, y), defined by the generating function ([20]; 
p.368(28)), 
OO 
(l + 2(x-y) i + (x + y)¥)-i/2 ^ YlR^{a:,y)t^. (3.5.1) 
n=0 
The polynomials Rn{x,y) can be expressed in terms of the Legendre polynomials 
Pn{x) by the following relation 
Rn{x, y) = (x + yTPn f ^ ) , (3.5.2) 
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as a consequence of which, we have 
P„(x) = R^(l^^^-±^y (3.5.3) 
We can infer from Eqs. (3.1.7) and (3.5.1) that 
C2^^\iy - x), {x + y?; 1) = R^ix, y). (3.5.4) 
Now, taking // = | , a = 1; replacing x by (y — x) and y by (x + y)^ in generating 
relation (3.3.9) and using Eq. (3.5.4), we obtain 
y-"/2(a2f2y + 2actX + c^Tl\bH''Y + 2bdtX + rf2)-(i+n)/2 
/ \/F((adf + hct)X + abfY + cd) 
" V VaH^Y + 2actX + cWbH^Y + 2bdtX + (P' ^ 
6c 
1 + n + u, -n; 1 + u; 
aa 
i^„+,(x,y)r+^ 
(3.5.5) 
where X := {y - x); Y := {x + yf\ -TT < arg(a), arg(d) < TT; | g | < 1, and Pn{x,y) 
denotes 2-variable Legendre polynomials (obtained by taking a = 1 in Eq. (3.2.4)). 
By using the same procedure, we may obtain results corresponding to generating 
relations (3.3.1), (3.3.2), (3.3.3), (3.3.10), (3.4.1) and (3.4.3). 
Similarly, we can derive generating relations involving the 2-variable polynomials 
Sn{x,y), defined by the generating function ([20]; p.368(24)) 
oo 
( l -2 t / t + (y2-4x)f2)-V2 = Y,Sn{x,y)t\ (3.5.6) 
n=0 
which on account of the generating function (1.3.19) of Legendre polynomials Pn{x), 
suggests that 
Snix, y) = (y' - 4x)"/2p„ [ - ^ = j • (3-5.7) 
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Also, we note that 
Pn{x) = Snf—i^-x^xV (3.5.8) 
Now Eqs. (3.1.7) and (3.5.6) allow ns to conclude 
^^"iJ^'y') = (='-7)""^"(^ -). (3.5.9) 
which can be exploited to derive the generating relations involving Sn{x,y). 
It is also worth to mention that 
from which it follows that 
where Pn°'\x) are the ultraspherical polynomials defined by Eq. (1.3.38). 
Expressions (3.5.10) and (3.5.11) may be used to transform the results obtained 
for the 2V1PGP Ck^\x,y\a) into results for the GP Ci^\x) or vice-versa. 
The theory of special functions of mathematical physics is well known to be deeply 
rooted in the theory of Lie algebras and groups. In specific irreducible representations, 
these functions appear as matrix elements of group operators, and also as basis vectors 
of the representation spaces. It appears now clear that the so called basic or g-special 
functions [34] are similarly related to the representation theory of quantum algebras and 
quantum groups. The matrix elements of certain algebra generators in irreducible rej)-
resentations are in fact expressible in terms of g-hypergeometric series see for example 
[33] and the references therein. Taking the quantum algebra Uq (su(l,l)) as example, 
the authors in [33] have shown that the metaplectic representation of the real firom 
Uq (su(l,l)) of the quantum algebra Uq{sl{2)) provides a group-theoretic setting for 
certain basic orthogonal polynomials generalizing the usual Gegenbauer polynomials. 
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Consideration of the possibility of ^ -generalizations of the Gegenbauer polynomials 
and exploration of the connections of ^-generalized Gegenbauer polynomials with the 
quantum algebras deserves further research efforts. Moreover, the study of the other 
forms of Gegenbauer and 9-Gegenbauer polynomials for apphcations as well as for 
their connections with various Lie algebras and quantum algebras is also an interesting 
problem for further research. 
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CHAPTER 4 
GENERATING RELATIONS INVOLVING GENERALIZED 
LAGUERRE FUNCTIONS USING LIE THEORETIC AND 
OPERATIONAL TECHNIQUES 
4.1. INTRODUCTION 
The Laguerre polynomials of two variables are introduced by Dattoli and Torre 
[24,25] using operational techniques. The reason of interest for this family of Laguerre 
polynomials and for the associated operational formalism is due to their intrinsic math-
ematical importance and to the fact that these polynomials have appUcations in physics. 
The 2-variable Laguerre polynomials (2VLP) L„(x, y) are shown to be natural solutions 
of a particular set of partial diflFerential equations, which often appears in the treat-
ment of radiation physics problems such as the electro-magnetic wave propagation and 
quantum beam Ufe-time in storage rings, see for example [24,25] and references therein. 
The 2VLP Ln{x,y) are specified by the series ([8]; p.l21(69)) 
r=0 (r!)2(n - r)! ' 
and the generating functions for Ln{x,y) is given by ([24]; p.3(10)) 
E M x , y r = ^ j 3 ^ e x p ( ^ j , M<1. (4.1.2) 
The 2VLP Ln{x,y) are Unked to the Laguerre polynomials Ln{x) (1.3.27) by the 
relation ([25]; p.22(10b)) 
Ln{x, y) = y^Ln f -
Also, we note that 
x" 
L„(i,o) = ( - i r - r - (4.1.3) 
n! 
The differential equalioii satisfied by Lnix^y) is 
The associated Laguerre polynomials (ALP) Ln {x) of order a and degree n in x, 
are defined by [70] 
fc=0 ^ ^ 
Recently, Khan and Yasmin [53,54] derived generating relations involving 2-variable 
modified Laguerre polynomials and 2VLP using Weisner's method. 
We consider the 2-variable associated Laguerre polynomials (2VALP) Ln {x,y) 
([8]; p.ll3(15)) defined by the generating function 
Y,L^:\x,yr = (1 -y^ -^ -^ exp (j^) • (4.1.6) 
These polynomials satisfy the following differential and pure recurrence relations 
^ L W ( ^ , y ) = l (y(-« - n)L^S{x, y) + nLW(x,y)) , 
£L(f)(x,y) = ^{{n + lW:Ux,y) + {x-y{a + n + 1)) L'^^Kx.y)) , 
^L^-\x,y) = {a + n)L';:\{x,y), 
(n + l)LSi(a:, y) + {x- y{a + 2n + l))L<<t\x, y) + y\a + n)L':\{x, y) = 0. (4.1.7) 
The differential equation satisfied by Ln ix,y) is 
We note that 
L<^\x,y) = Ln{x,y). (4.1.9) 
In this chapter, we derive generating relations involving 2VALF Ln {x, y) by using 
the representation D{u,mo) of 3-dimensional Lie algebra sZ(2). Also we derive gener-
ating relations involving 2VLP Ln{x,y) by using operational techniques. In Section 
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4.2, we extend the realization of the representation D(u,mQ) of the Lie algebra sl{2) 
to a local multiplier representation of the corresponding Lie group SL{2). Further 
using this multipher representation, we derive generating relations involving 2VALF. 
In Section 4.3, we discuss the monomiality formalism and derive generating relations 
involving 2VLP Ln{x,y). In Section 4.4, we consider the appUcations of generating 
relations. Finally, we give some concluding remarks in Section 4.5. 
4.2. REPRESENTATION D{u,mo) OF sl{2) AND GENERATING RE-
LATIONS 
We consider the irreducible representation D{u, mo) of sl{2) defined for ti, mo 6 C 
such that 0 <Re mo < 1 and mo ± u are not integers ([61]; p.l84). The spectrum of 
this representation is the set S = {TUQ + n : n an integer}. There is a basis {fTn)mes 
for the representation space V such that 
J'^fm = {m-u)fm+l, J~fm = - {m + u)fm-l, 
J^fm = mfm, {J^J- + J^j''-J^)fm = u{u+l)fm, (4.2.1) 
for all m E S. The commutation relations satisfied by the operators J"*", J~, J^ are 
[J\J+] = J+, [J\J-] = -J-. [r,J-] = 2J\ (4.2.2) 
In order to find a realization of this representation on space of functions of two com-
plex variables x and t. Miller ([61]; p.l85) has taken the nonzero functions fmi^A) — 
Zmix)t"^, such that relations (4.2.1) are satisfied for all m G -S, where the differential 
operators J"*", J~, J^ are given by 
"^ = '""H-4+"+')' 
fi = ' | . (4.2.3) 
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In particular, we are looking for the fimctioiis fm{x,y,t) = Zjn{x,y)t"^ in T, the 
space of all functiens analytic in a neighboiu:hood of the point (a;°, y°, f°) = (1,1,0), 
such that relations (4.2.1) are satisfied for all m € 5. 
We take the set of Uneax differential operators J"*"', J~', J^' as follows 
j " = xyt—+yt^— + {7j{u+l)-x)t, 
, _ x_d__ld_ (tz + l) 
ytdx ydt yt ^ 
.3' = 4, (4.2.4) 
and note that these operators satisfy the commutation relations identical to (4.2.2). 
In terms of the functions Zm{x,y) and using operators (4.2.4), relations (4.2.1) 
reduce to 
(i) ixy— + {7n + u-\-l)y-x\Zm{x,y) = {m-u)Zm+i{x,y), 
(ii) \^y~^'^ {m-u-l)y~^\Zm{x,y) = - ( m + ti)Z^_i(x,y), 
(iii) {^§^ + (2(« + 1) -^y~^)§^ + {Tn-u- \)y-'\ Zm{x,y) = 0. (4.2.5) 
Further, we note that in terms of the functions Zm{x) and using operators (4.2.3), 
relations (4.2.1) become ([61]; p.l85(5.91)) 
{x— + {m-\-u+l)-x\Zm{x) = {m-u)Zm-^i{x), 
ix- ( m - w - l ) j Zrr,{x) = - ( m + u)Zm-\{x), 
U ^ + (2(w +l)-x)^ + {m-u- 1)\ Zm{x) = 0, (4.2.6) 
for all m € 5 . The solutions of Eqs. (4.2.6) are generalized Laguerre functions. In 
particular, 
Zm{x) = LZII'MX) (4.2.7) 
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satisfies Eqs. (4.2.6) for all m e S. None of these solutions are polynomials in x, since 
m — w is not an integer. 
Similarly we see that, for all me S, the choice for Zmix, y) = ^ m-t-i(^» v) satisfy 
Eqs. (4.2.5). 
The above remarks show that the vectors fm{x, y, 0 = ^m-t- i (^ ' J/)^ "*. JTI € 5 form 
a basis for a realization of the representation D{u, nio) of sl{2). This representation of 
5/(2) can be extended to a local multiplier representation T(g), g G SL{2) defined on T, 
the space of all fimctions analytic in a neighboiurhood of the point (x°, y^, i°) = (1,1,0). 
Using operators (4.2.4) and Theorem 1.5.1, the local multiplier representation 
takes the form 
[Tiexpb'J-')f]{x,y,t) = (l - b'yt)---'exp (^-^^^^^ 
J X t \ 
^ / 7;—ZTK^ y^ Xl-hfyty {l-yyt))' 
ir,exp.^ -)/K.,..) = ( ^ ) - ' ; ( ^ , „ Mz^), 
[T(expr ' j3) /](x,y,0 = f{x,yM^), (4.2.8) 
vahd for all / G ^  and for sufficiently small values of | 6' |, \ d \, | r ' |; where J""*", 
J' and J^^ are given by matrices (1.5.18) and form a basis for Lie algebra s/(2). 
If y € SL{2) and d ^  0, it is a straightforward computation to show that 
g = (exp6'J+)(expc'J'-)(expr'J'^), 
where 6' = —-; c' = —cd;e2 = - ; 0 < Imr' <A-K. 
a a 
Hence, the operator T{g) is given by 
[ng)f]{x,y,t) = [T{expb'J^)T{expc'J-)T{expT'j')f]ix,y,t) 
-a-^vr-((^_/,,,^J"exp((P^) 
, / xyt {yt-cf + b'c'yt)e-^\ 
"" •' V(l - b'yt)iyt -d + b'cfyt)' ^' t/(l - b'yt) J ' 
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L 1 
which after setting 6' = - p , c' = -cd, e"''^ = - andiisingthefactthat a d - 5 c = 1 
a a 
gives 
[Tmi^,y,t) = ( , + 6 , . r - ( a + ^ ) ~ " ' ^ x p ( ^ ) 
x / xyt T, y, 
(c + ayt) c 
ayt < i ; 
byt 
d < 1 , (4.2.9) Xd + byt){c + ayty ^' y{d + byt)J' 
iox f €. T and ^ in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of identity element so that the 
above expression is uniquely defined. 
The matrix elements of the multipher representation (4.2.9) with respect to the 
analytic basis {fm) are the functions Bik{g) defined by the identity 
oo 
[r(s)/mo+it](x,y,t)= Y. Bik{9)fm,+i{x,y,t), fc = 0 ,± l , - - - . (4.2.10) 
Prom Eq. (4.2.9),we have 
—u—1—mo—fc / _ \ —u—1+tJio+A; 
(l+6c) —u—1—mo—fc (-T) V ayt^ a2(mo+/c)g^p bxt Xd + byt)^ 
\ 
xL (2u+l) 
'mo+/c—tt—1 
X 
<'+^'<'+'^H'+TJ''y M 
mo+k 
oo 
= E BML':::}i_,{x,y)t-<^^^, 
which fturther simphfies to 
{ l + 6 c ) - - ' ' - ' ( ' l + ^ ~ 
—I/—/I—1 
1 + —r I a 
o-ytj 
2i/+^+l 
exp 
bxt 
Xd + byt)^ 
oo 
,y) = E '^'^ (^ )^ S(^ .yr'. 
\bc\ < 1; 
ay 
<t< 
I=-oo 
•K < arg{a), arg{d) < TT; ad — bc = 1. (4.2.11) 
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An explicit expression for the matrix elements Bik{g) is 
D / , _ ( l+M" ' ' " ' « " "" ' ^ '~ ' ^ r ( / / + i /+l ) ^ be 
- / / - ! / + /,!/+1;Z + 1;— 
ad 
(4.2.12) 
where 2^1 is the hypergeometric function (1.3.5). 
Now inserting the above expression for the matrix elements into Exj. (4.2.11), we 
obtain the generating relation 
(i.^r(i.^' 
—«/—/i—1 
aytj 
X 
= i:(^) c y r{fi + u + i) 
l=-oo r(/x + i/-z + i)r(z + i) 
c 
ji^l 
(rf+M)y " ^ i+ - | . ) ( i+6c ) ( i+¥ ) 
-H-v + l,u + \\l + l- ^ 4-/(x,y), 
4 
IM < 1; 
ay 
< t < 
d_ 
by 
d = 
l + bc 
a 
(4.2.13) 
This relation is vaUd for all fx^u eC such that 1/ and /x +1/ are not integers. When 
Z + 1 < 0, the hypergeometric function 2^1 is defined by limit 
2Fi[a,b;c;t] _ a{a + l)---{a + n)b{b + 1)• • • (fe + n)r+^ 
c^'^n r(c) ~ (n + 1)! 
X 2Fi[a + n + l,b + n + l;n + 2;tl n = 0,1,2,-- . 
In general, the right hand side of relation (4.2.13) converges whenever the left-hand 
side does. 
4.3. OPERATIONAL TECHNIQUES AND GENERATING RELATIONS 
In the preceding section, we have derived generating relations involving 2VALF 
L^\x, y) by using the representation theory of the Lie group SL{2). Since the interest 
in 2VLP Ln{x, y) is manifold, in this section, we shall show that by using operational 
techniques based on the properties of exponential operators the theory of Laguerre 
polynomials can be framed within a different context, which allows the derivation of 
some new properties. 
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The same technique is used to explore the quasi-monomiality aspects of these 
polynomials. Further, it is shown that the exponential operator techniques and the 
principle of monomiaUty can be used for a more general insight into the theory of 
2VLP and to establish new identities associated with the generating function. 
The monomiaUty principle is a fairly useful tool for treating various families of 
special polynomials as well as their (known or new) generalizations (see, for details 
[7]). Recently, Dattoh et al. [22] have combined the Lie theoretic methods [61] and 
the monomiality formaUsm for developing a unified point of view on the theory of 
generalized Hermite polynomials. 
According to the formahsm of monomiaUty discussed in Section 1.2, the properties 
of special polynomials can be deduced from those of ordinary monomials, provided that 
one can define two operators M and P playing, respectively, the role of multipUcative 
and derivative operators, for the famUy of polynomials under study. 
In other words, if Pn(a;) is a set of special polynomials and if 
Mpnix) = Pn+l{x), Ppnix) = npn-l{x), (4.3.1) 
and if po{x) = 1, then we can establish the foUowing correspondence 
p„(x) <j=j^  x", M <=^x, P <^=^ —. (4.3.2) 
ax 
Accordingly, the differential equation satisfied by Pn{x) is 
MPpnix) = npr^ixl (4.3.3) 
and can be written in an expUcit form once the differential realization of the operators 
M and P is known. 
Motivated by the work of DattoU and his co-workers [7,8,22,24,25], we use the 
monomiality formalism to show that the theory of Laguerre polynomials can be framed 
within a different context. First, we recaU the identities which will be used in the sequel. 
Let D~^ denote the inverse of the derivative operator and is defined in such a way 
that 
4-"(l) = 5 , (4.3.4) 
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so that 
exp(-6;') = E t f ^ = E ^ ^ . (4.3.5) 
5=0 ^- ;!=0 ^^-^ 
The function in the right hand side of the above equation is the O '^^ -order Tricomi 
function, defined as follows [7] 
^"(^) - E J ^ ; ^ = a:-/2j„(2v^), (4.3.6) 
where J„(x) is ordinary Bessel function (1.3.13). 
Also, we note that 
b;'Co{x) = x'Csix). (4.3.7) 
Let us now consider the case of 2VLP Z/„(x, y) for which the multiphcative and 
derivative operators are [7] 
M . = y - D , - a n d P : = - A , | , (4.3.8) 
respectively. 
According to the previous prescriptions, we can explicitly derive the polynomials, 
quasi-monomials under the action of the operators (4.3.8) as follows 
Ux,y) = {y-b;r = " 'EfeS?^ ' 
f^ {r\y{n-ry. 
which is definition (4.1.1). 
Further we recall that associated Laguerre polynomials can be defined as [7] 
4"'(^ ,.)= (i-v|)"(^-4-')" 
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which can be exploited to derive the following specialized version of a well known 
generating function ([70]; p.84(15)): 
oo 
(x + c)''exp{bx) = J^c'=-'lJ-^(-/.cy. (4.3.10) 
We replace xhy (y - D~^) in Eq. (4.3.10), to get 
oo 
{y - D;' + c)'expib{y - D;')) = Y.c'-'Ll-'{-bc){y - D;')'. (4.3.11) 
1=0 
Now, using Eqs. (4.3.5) and (4.3.7) in Eq. (4.3.11), we obtain the following new 
identity relating the 2VLP Ln(x,y) and TVicomi function C„(x): 
k ^ , X oo 
exp(62/) J2{ ] (-^yiy + c)*"' ^ '(b^) = E c'-'L'r'(-bc)L,ix, y). (4.3.12) 
s=0 \ ^ / t=Q 
Again, we repeat the process with the following generating relation derived by 
Khan and Yasmin [54] 
it=0 r = 0 • "VV J-J 
to obtain the following relation 
^ " (-l)"''"'"n' 
exp(y)L„(x,y|l) = E E fci H ((n - rW ^"+*^-^(^' ^)' ^^ •^ •^ ^^  
where 
L^{x,y\l) = J2^nI%'llyMx,y), (4.3.15) 
is a kind of Laguerre convolution of the (f)r functions given by 
r 
T 
5=0 \ * / 
We can repeat the process with other appropriate identities to get new relations 
for 2VLP. 
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4.4. APPLICATIONS 
We consider the following applications of generating relation (4.2.13). 
] (^  \<'c. N o 
I. Taking y = 1 in relation (4.2.13) we obtain ([61]; p .W^94)) , see also^(fc}! 
P-7(2.12)). ^ - . ^ t . T v T ' ' \^ . 
IL Taking a = d = t = 1 and c = 0 in relation (4.2.13), we get 
(4.4.1) 
which for J/ = 1 reduces to ([61]; p.l87). 
III. Taking a — d = t = 1 and 6 = 0 in relation (4.2.13), we get 
which for y = 1 reduces to ([61]; p. 187). 
IV. Taking a = c = d = l; b — fi = 0 and replacing f by — j in relation (4.2.13), we 
obtain ([54]; p.5(3.7)) 
V. Taking a = b = d=l; c = fi = 0 and replacing t by —t in relation (4.2.13), we 
obtain ([54]; p.6(3.8)) 
(4.4.4) 
VI. Taking a = c = d=l, b = 0 and replacing t by —| in relation (4.2.13), we get 
(-;)-'KF])-)=S'^ ^Hi:ii^4.)(,,^),', ,i|<i, (4.4.5) 
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which for y = 1 reduces to ([70]; p.331 (31)). 
VII. Taking a = b = d=l; c = 0 and replacing t by —1 in relation (4.2.13), we obtain 
(4.4.6) 
which for y = 1 reduces to ([70]; p.331 (30)). 
4.5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this chapter, we have derived the generating relations involving 2VALF and 
2VLP by using Lie theoretic and operational techniques. The results presented in this 
chapter yield a clear idea that the Lie theoretic methods and the monomiality principle 
provide a usefvd tool to get new relations for special functions and also to define new 
famihes of functions. 
In this section, we consider some important aspects of monomiality principle and 
discuss that whether other formal properties like orthogonality are preserved by the 
monomiality correspondence. Indeed, it is well known that the function [1] 
Vn{x) = expf^^Lnix), (4.5.1) 
provides an orthogonal set, where orthogonal properties can be exploited to derive 
series expansions of the type 
*• ' n = 0 ^ •' 
°° a" Coiax) = exp(-a) V"—L„(x). (4.5.3) 
*—T n! 
n=0 
Eqs. (4.5.2), (4.5.3) can be viewed as difierent restatement of the already quoted 
generating functions. 
Now, we consider the fimctions 
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Qn{x,y) = Vniy-D;') 
-y + D. - 1 
expl " '-^ jLniy-D;') 
= e x p ( - | ) L „ ( - | , y | l ) , (4.5.4) 
and check whether the function Q„(x, y) provides an orthogonal set. Even though we 
can not conclude that Q„{x, y) are orthogonal according to the usual definition, but 
we observe that all the expansions of type (4.5.4), derived under the assumption of 
orthogonahty, hold under monomiahty transform. Using Eq. (4.5.2), we get 
e x p ( - a ( , - 4 - ' ) ) = j r T ^ E ( j r T ^ ) M V - 4 - ) , 
which yields 
1 °° / \ " 
exp(-ay)Co(-ax) = T j^ j f^Xl iTj^ jT^j LLn{x,y), (4.5.5) 
n=0 
where 
are the Laguerre-Laguerre polynomials [7]. 
Similarly, using Eq. (4.5.3), we get 
LCo{ax,ay) = exp(-a) Y ] —LLn(x,y), (4.5.7) 
n=0 
where 
r=0 
is the Laguerre-Tricomi function [7]. 
Another example is provided by the well known expansion 
X- = n\J2i-ir('')L,ix), (4.5.9) 
s=0 ^ ' 
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which after monomiaUty transform yields 
Ln{x,y) = n !52(- i r ("VL„(x ,T/) . (4.5.10) 
In further research problems, we may discuss how an appropriate modification of 
the concept of orthogonality can be introduced and how the previous results can be 
framed within a more formal and rigorous context. 
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CHAPTER 5 
GENERATING RELATIONS INVOLVING GENERALIZED 
HERMITE POLYNOMIALS USING LIE THEORETIC AND 
OPERATIONAL TECHNIQUES 
5.1. INTRODUCTION 
Several generalizations of Hermite polynomials have been studied and exploited 
in many different frameworks concerning both pure and applied mathematics, see for 
example [23]. Generalized Hermite polynomials (GHP) are frequently used in physics 
to deal with phase-space evolution problems entangled oscillators, mixed states of Ught 
etc., see for example [19] and references therein. 
One of the important generaUzed forms of Hermite polynomials is the incomplete 
2-index 2-variable 1-parameter Hermite polynomials (i2I2VlPHP) hm,n(x,y\T), which 
are defined by the series ([9]; p.447(la)) 
/im,n(a:,y|r) = m\n\ J J -TJ-—-^772—;TT- (5.1-1) 
• ^ r! {m — ry. [n — r)l 
The generating function for /i„,,„(i,y|T) is given by 
V hm,n{x,y\T)—-- = exp{xu + yv + TUv). (5.1.2) 
^—' ml nl 
m,n=0 
These polynomials are also defined through the operational identity 
hmA^,y\T) = e x p ( ' r ^ ^ (x'^y"). (5.1.3) 
The differential equation satisfied by hm,n{^,y\T) is 
These polynomials satisfy the following differential and pure recurrence relations 
-^hm,n{x,y\T) = nhm,n-i{x,y\T), 
•^hm,nix,y\T) = mnhjn-i,n-i{x,y\T), 
hm+l,n{x,y\T) = xhm,n{^,y\T)+nThm,n-l{x,y\r), 
hm,n+i{x,y\T) = yhm,n{^,y\T) + mThm-i,n{x,y\T). (5.1.5) 
The i2I2VlPHP hm,n{x,y\T) are linked with the incomplete 2-index 2-vaiiable 
Hermite polynomials (i2I2VHP) /im,n{a:,y) ([9]; p.447(lb)) 
niin(m.n) ^^_^ 
• ^ r! (m — r)\ (n — ry. 
by the relation 
hm,n{^,y\r) = (r)(=^) hm,n f-^, - ^ ) . (5.1.7) 
Also, we note that 
hm,n{x,x\-l) = hm,n{^), (5.1.8) 
where hm,n{x) are the incomplete 2-index Hermite pcl3aiomials defined by the gener-
ating function ((19); p.391(l)) 
u"'u" y^hmAx)—r-T = exp{x{u + v)-uv). (5.1.9) 
^-^ mini m,n=0 
The i2I2VlPHP hm,n{x,y\T) are hnked to the associated Laguerre polynomials 
L^^\x) by the relations ([9]; p.448(4)) 
m > n. 
/i^,.(x, y\T) = m] T^y^-"^ L^ ;:""*) (^\ , n>m. (5.1.10) 
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If we take r = — 1 and replace x and yhy z and z respectively in relations (5.1.10), 
we get 
V „ ( ^ , 2 | - l ) = (-l)"n!z'"-"L(r-'')(zz) - Lr^AI-^zrz), 
hm,n{z,z\-'^) = ( - i rm!(2r- ' "L( ; ; - ) (zz) = L„,„(/; ^, f), (5.1.11) 
where Lm,n{I\ z,z) is a special case of Laguerre 2D polynomials Lm,n{U\ z, z) [84], 
which play an important role for the different representations of quasi-probabilities in 
quantum optics [82,83]. 
Again, we take m^n and replace T by —y in relations (5.1.10), to get 
KA^M-y) = i-yTnlLnix), (5.1.12) 
where Ln{x) are ordinary Laguerre polynomials (1.3.27). 
In this chapter, we derive generating relations involving i2I2VlPHP hm,nix,y\T) 
by using the representation tti;,/x of Lie algebra ^(0,1) (Example 1.5.3). Also we use 
operational techniques to derive some relations involving i2I2VlPHP. In Section 5.2, 
we extend the realization of the representation tu),^  of Lie algebra ^(0,1) to a lo-
cal multipher representation of the corresponding Lie group (?(0,1) (Example 1.5.3). 
Further using this multipher representaion, we derive generating relations involving 
i2I2VlPHP. In Section 5.3., we use the monomiality principle and operational tech-
niques to derive generating relations involving i2I2VlPHP hm,nix, VIT). In Section 5.4, 
we consider the applications of generating relations. Finally, we give some concluding 
remarks in Section 5.5. 
5.2. REPRESENTATION U,/x OF ^(0,1) AND GENERATING RELA-
TIONS 
The irreducible representation tu»,/i of ^(0,1) is defined for each to, // G C such that 
/i 7^  0. The spectrum S of this representation is the set 5 = {—w + k: k & nonnegative 
integer} and there is a basis {fm)mes for the representation space V with the properties 
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J fm = rnfm, Ef„, = Hfm, J'^fm = flfm+1, 
J~fm = {m + w)fm-l, Co,ifm = {J^J' - EJ-')fm = Attf/m, /^  7^  0. (5.2.1) 
The commutation relations satisfied by the operators J^, J^, E are 
[J\J^] = ±J^, [J^,J-] = -E, [J±,E] = [J',E] = 0. (5.2.2) 
In order to find a reaUzation of the representation tu;,/n we are looking for the 
functions fm,n{x,y,u,v;T) — Z,„,„(x,y;r)«"*t;" such that 
•f*- Jm,n ^^  ^ /ni ,n •> •' jtn.n ^^  f^Jm,n 5 •'»• Jm,n ^^  /^jm+l.n j 
^ ~ / m , „ = ( m + l/;)/^_l,„ , C7o.i/m,n = iK+K'- IK^) fm,n = fiwfm,n , /i 7^  0, (5.2.3) 
for all m € 5. The commutation relations satisfied by the operators K^, K^^ I are 
identical to (5.2.2). 
Again, we take the functions fm,n{x,y,u,v;T) — Z,„,„(x,y,r)u"*t;" such that 
^ Jm,n ^^  ^/ni,n > •' Jm,n ^^  t^Jm,n i ^ Jm,n ^^  /^/m,n+l > 
/<:-7m.„ = (n+«; ) /„ . .„ - l , Ci.i/„.,n = {K+'K-'-I'K^')fm,n = fiWfm,n , // ^ 0, (5.2.4) 
for all n 6 5, and the operators K^ , /C^', / satisfy the commutation relations identical 
to (5.2.2). 
First, we assume that the set of linear difierential operators K^, K^, I take the 
form 
K = TW -;— + XU, 
dy 
-^ = 'I 
u ox 
d 
ou 
1=1, (5.2.5) 
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and note that these operators satisfy the commutation relations identical to (5.2.2). 
Further, we take the set of Unear differential operators K"^', K^', I' as follows 
K-
K^' 
ld_ 
V 5y' 
d_ 
V 
r = 1, (5.2.6) 
and note that these operators satisfy the commutation relations identical to (5.2.2). 
Next, we assume that iw = 0 and ^ = 1 then, in terms of the fimctions Zm,n{x, y; r ) , 
relations (5.2.3) and (5.2.4) reduce to 
d 
x + r— 
d 
dx 
^m,n(a:,?/;'r) = m^m-i,n(a;,2/;r), 
-^m,n(x,l/;T) = 0, d_ d^ 
dx dxdy 
(5.2.7) 
and 
a 
d_ 
dy 
Zm,n{^,y;r) = Zm,n+i{x,y;T), 
Zm,n{x,y;T) = nZ„,,„_i(x,y;T), 
Zm,n{^,y;r) = 0, dy dxdy (5.2.8) 
respectively. 
We observe that, for all m,n G 5, the choice for Zm,nix,y;T) = hm,n{x,y\T) 
satisfy Eqs. (5.2.7), (5.2.8). It follows from the above discussion that the functions 
fm,n{x,y,u,v;T) = hm,n{x,y\T)u^v^, Tn,n E S form a basis for a realization of the 
representation to,i of ^(0,1). This representation of ^(0,1) can be extended to a local 
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multiplier representation T{g), g e G(0,1) defined on J^, the space of all functions 
analytic in a neighbourhood of the point (x°, y°, v9, v°; r°) = (1,0,1,1,1). 
Using operators (5.2.5), the local multipUer representation takes the form 
[T{expa£)f]{x,y,u,v;T) = exp(a)/(x,j/,it,u;r), 
[T{expbJ'^)f]{x,y,u,v;T) = exp{bxu)f{x,y + bTu,u,v;T), 
[T(expcJ~)f]{x,y,u,v;T) = f (^x +-,y,u,v;TJ , 
[r(expdj3)/](x,y,w,u;r) = /(x,y,ue' ' , t ; ;r) , (5.2.9) 
for / € J^, where J'^, J~, J^, £ are given by matrices (1.5.23) and form a basis for Lie 
algebra ^(0,1). If y G G(0,1) has parameters {a,b,c,T), then 
T{g) = T{expa£)T{expbJ+)T{expcJ-)T{expdJ^), 
and therefore we obtain 
[T{g)f]{x,y,u, v;r) = exp(a + bxu)f (x + -,y + bru,ue'^, v;T) . (5.2.10) 
The matrix elements of T(g) with respect to the analytic basis {fm,n)m,n€S are the 
functions Cik{g) uniquely determined by to,i of ^(0,1), and we obtain relations 
oo 
lT{g)h,n]{x,y,u,v;T) - X^a , (p )A„(x ,y ,u ,u ; r ) , fc = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . , (5.2.11) 
which simphfies to the identity 
exp(a + bxu + kd) hk,n [^ + -,y + frru|r j 
oo 
= J2^iki9)hU-r,y\T)u'-\ k = 0,l,2,... . (5.2.12) 
The matrix elements Cik{g) are given by ([61]; p.87(4.26)) 
Cikig) = exp{a + kd)c''-'L'i''~^\-bc), k,l>0, (5.2.13) 
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where Ln axe the associated Laguerre polynomials (1.3.31). 
Substituting (5.2.13) into (5.2.12), we obtain the generating relation 
exp(6xa) hk,n (x + - , y + 6rii|r j 
oo 
= 5 ^ c * - ' L ; ' - ' V M M 2 ; , y k ) u ' - ^ fc = 0, l ,2 , . . . . (5.2.14) 
/=o 
Again taking operators (5.2.6) and using the above arguments, we obtain the 
generating relation 
exp(6'yt;) Kn,p f x + b'rv,y + - | T j 
oo 
- 5^(cr-^L(P-'•H-6'c')/l^,.(x,ylT)./-^ p = 0 , l , 2 , . . . . (5.2.15) 
r=0 
5.3. OPERATIONAL TECHNIQUES AND GENERATING RELATIONS 
Recently, Dattoli [8-10] has shown that operational techniques can be exploited to 
derive the properties of ordinary and generalized Hermite polynomials in a simple and 
unified manner. 
In this section, we show that the monomiaUty principle and operational techniques 
provide an efficient tool to derive the relations involving i2I2VlPHP hm,n{^,y\T). 
We observe that, within the context of the monomiahty principle, the 2-variable 
Hermite Kampe de Feriet polynomials 2VHKdFP i/„(x, y) (2.1.11) are quasi-monomials 
under the action of the operators 
M:= x-l-2y— and F := —, (5.3.1) 
ox ox 
which play the role of the multipUcative and derivative operators, respectively, in the 
sen.se that 
MHn{x,y) = if„+i(x,y) (5.3.2) 
and 
PHn{x,y) = n/f„_i(x,y). (5.3.3) 
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We can explicitly write the polynomials Hn{x,y) in terms of the operators (5.3.1) 
as follows 
Hn{x,y) = Ar(l) = (x + 2y^) (1). (5.3.4) 
The polynomials Hn{x, y) are solutions of the heat equation 
- / / „ ( z , 0 = Q-2Hn{x,t), (5.3.5) 
under the following initial condition 
Hn{x,0) = x", (5.3.6) 
thus ensuring that 
Hn{x,y) = exp(y^]x". (5.3.7) 
According to the aforementioned point of view, the 2VHKdFP Hn{x, y) can be gen-
erated from the ordinary monomials by merely employing the operational rule (5.3.7). 
In order to further illustrate how a known result for ordinary polynomials can be 
employed to deduce a corresponding identity for the 2VHKdFP Hn{x, y), we recall the 
following specialized version of a well known generating function (4.3.10), 
oo 
exp{bx){x + c)'' = ^ C ' ' " - ' L J ' ' - ' \ - 6 C ) X ' . (5.3.8) 
We replace x by x + 2?/-^- in generating function (5.3.8), to get 
ox 
exp(6(x + 2 , £ ) ) (x + 2 . | + c ) ' = | c - ' L r ( - 6 c ) ( x + 2 v £ ) ' . 
which on using operational identity (5.3.4) become 
exp (bx + 2by^\ H,{x + c,y) = f^c'"'L\''~'\-bc)Hi{x,y). (5.3.9) 
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We decompose the exponential operator on the left-hand side of Ek}. (5.3.9) by 
means of the following operational rule ([17]; p.7(I.2.28a) 
exp(i + B) = exp(i)exp(B)exp (-\[A, B] j , {[A, B] := AB - BA), (5.3.10) 
where the operators A and B satisfy the commutation relations 
[A,B] = k, [A,k] = [B,k] = 0. 
Then we use the translation operator 
exp(\^]f{x) = /(x + A), (5.3.11) 
to get the following bilateral generating relation 
oo 
exi>{bx + b'^y)Hk{x + 2by + c,y) = 5^c'=-'Lp-'^(-6c)ifi(x,t/). (5.3.12) 
The above result was derived, using Lie theoretic method, by Pathan et al. [64,65], 
who incidentally made use of a slightly altered notation Hn{x, y) for the 2VHKdFP 
//„(x, y) considered here. In fact, we have 
Wn ( 2 ' " ^ ) ^ ^a{^,y)-
Now, we extend the operational techniques to i2I2VlPHP hm,n{x,y\T). 
We observe that /im,n(x, ylr) are quasi-monomials under the action of the operators 
Ml := x + r—, Pi := —, 
ay ax 
A/. : = . + r | , A : = | ; . (5.3.13) 
The operators Mi, Pi, M2, A satisfy the following identity 
(MiPi + M2A)Vn(2:,y|r) = (m + n)/i^,„(x,y|r), (5.3.14) 
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which yields the differential equation (5.1.4). 
Further, from definition (5.1.3), it follows that 
d 52 
and 
Also, by means of Ekj. (5.1.3), we can transform a result involving such products 
as a,„„a;"*y" into a corresponding result for the i2I2VlPHP hm,n{x,y\T), i.e. 
exp f r ^ - ^ j a^,„x'"y" = am,nhm,n{^>y\'^)- (5.3.15) 
Consider the product of two series like that in Eq. (5.3.8) in the following form 
00 
exp(6x + b'y){x + c)\y + c'Y = Y, c''~'"(c')*-" L(^-"»)(-M4'""H-6'c')a:"y". 
m,n=0 
(5.3.16) 
Now, applying operational definition (5.1.3), in Eq. (5.3.16), we get 
exp (T — - +bx + b'yj {x + c)'' (y + c'Y 
= f ; c'-"^{c'r" 4t-'«)(-6c)Lr")(-fc'c') exp (r ^ A (x-y"), 
ni,n=0 ^ ^^ 
which finally yields 
exp(6x + b'y + bb'T)hk,s{x + b'r + c, y + br + c'|r) 
00 
= Y, c'=-'"(c')*-"Li^-"'H-M4^-"H-&'c')/im.«(x,ylr). (5.3.17) 
T7i,n=0 
5.4. APPLICATIONS 
First, we consider the following applications of the generating relations (5.2.14) 
and (5.2.15). 
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I. Taking 6 ->• 0 and 6' ->• 0 in generating relations (5.2.14) and (5.2.15) respectively 
and using the limit [61] 
C"LJ"^(6C) 
6=0 
(''+')c" if n > 0 , 
0 if n < 0, 
(5.4.1) 
we get 
hk,n {x + ^,T/|rj = J2[k-i)^'' ''^ ''"^ '^^ '"^ "^' *' (5.4.2) 
and 
h^^,(x,y+^\T^ = J2(^^_^ycr-'-h,.Ax,y\r)v^-', (5.4.3) 
respectively. 
Again taking c -^ 0 and c' -4 0 in generating relations (5.2.14) and (5.2.15) 
respectively and using the Umit [61] 
Co if n > 0, 
= < r ^.^-n (5.4.4) C"LJ"^(6C) 
c=0 
[ i-n)\ if n < 0 , 
we get 
and 
°° hl-k 
exp{bxu)hk,nix,y + bTu\T) = ^ ,^  _ ^x, fe<,n(3:,y|r)^' *", (5.4.5) 
(60 r - p 
e x p ( 6 » V p ( a ; + 6'Tz;,y|r) = y ; f ^ / i „ » . , ( a ; , y ( r ) t ; ^ - P , (5.4.6) 
respectively. 
r=p 
Also, taking x = - 1 ; r = 1 in generating relation (5.2.14) and using Eq. (5.1.10), 
we obtain ([61]; p. 112(4.94)). 
II. Taking r = 1 in generating relations (5.2.14) and (5.2.15) and using Eq. (5.1.7), 
we get 
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00 
exi>{bxu)hk,n[x + ^,y + lM^ = ^ C ' ^ - ' L J ' - ' ^ (-6c)M2:,y) w'"*, (5-4.7) 
/=0 
and 
exp(6V) hm,p (x + b'v, y+^) = f^Cc')""' L';!'-'-^ (-b'c') h^A^^ v) ^ '"^ (5-4-8) 
^ ' r=0 
respectively. Here /im,n(x,t/) is given by Eq. (5.1.6). 
Further, taking u = 1; r = - 1 and replacing yhy x;b by —c in generating relation 
(5.2.14) and using Eq. (5.1.8), we get 
exp(-cx)/ifc.„(x + c) = 5]C'=-'L;'=-')(C2)/I,.„(X), (5.4.9) 
/=o 
where hm,n{x) is given by Eq. (5.1.9). 
III. Taking T — —I and replacing x by ^; y by z in generating relations (5.2.14), 
(5.2.15) and using Eq. (5.1.11), we obtain ([55]; p.841(9),p.842(12)) 
oo 
exp(62u)Lfe,„(/;z + - , ^ - 6 w ) = J^^c'^-'Li'-'^ (-6c)L/,„(/; ^,2)tx'-\ (5.4.10) 
and 
ex^{b'zv)Lm^(l; z-b'vrz^-\ = Y.[(!f-'L'f-'-\-b'(^)LmAi-z,z)v''''. 
^ ^ / r=0 
(5.4.11) 
Now, taking u = 1 and replacing z by Cj; z by bi\ 6 by -62; c by C2; n by Z; /r by 
n + /; / by J in generating relation (5.4.10) and using Eq. (5.1.11), we obtain ([61]; 
p.88(4.28)). We can obtain the same result from generating relation (5.4.11), by taking 
V — \ and replacing z by 61; z by Ci; b' by -62; c' by c^; m by Z; p by / + n and using 
Eq. (5.1.11). 
Now, we consider the following appHcations of generating relation (5.3.17). 
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I. Taking b,b' -^0 in generating relation (5.3.17) and using limit (5.4.1), we get 
m = O n = 0 ^ ^ ^ ' 
Again, taking c, c/ -» 0 in generating relations (5.3.17) and using limit (5.4.4), we 
get 
exp(6x + 6'y + 66V) hk,s{x + 6'r, y + 6r|T) = X) X) (m - A:)!(n - s)! '^'"•"(^' l^"^ "^ 
(5.4.13) 
II. Taking r = 1 in generating relations (5.3.17) and using Eq. (5.1.7), we get 
exp(6x + 6'y + 66') hk,s{^ + 6' + c, y + 6 + c') 
oo 
= Y, c*-"'(c')^-"L^-'"U-M4""n-6'c')/im.n(a:,y). (5.4.14) 
Tn,n=0 
Further, taking r = - 1 and replacing y by x\ h' by 6; t/ by c in generating relation 
(5.3.17) and using Eq. (5.1.8), we get 
oo 
exp(26x - 6^ ) hUx - 6 + c) = 5 3 (c)'=+-(-+") Lf"^) {-he) 4-'^)(-6c) V„(x) . 
7ra,n=0 
(5.4.15) 
III. Taking r — —\ and replacing x by 2; y by z in generating relation (5.3.17) and 
using Eq. (5.1.11), we get 
exp(62 + b'z - bb') Lfc,,(/; z - 6' + c, z - 6 + c') 
00 
= Y, c'--'" (c')^-" L -^"*^ (-6c) 4*-") (-6V)L^,„(/; 2, f). (5.4.16) 
ni,n=0 
5.5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this chapter, we have derived the generating relations involving i2I2VlPHP 
/im,n(2r, t/jr) by using the representation tw,M of the Lie algebra ^(0,1) and by using 
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operational techniques. As applications, we have derived many new and known results 
for the polynomials associated with hm,n{x,y\'i')-
Further, it is remarked that the generating relations obtained in this chapter can 
be used to find many interesting relations involving other polynomials. 
For example, we consider the polynomials <f)jn,p{x,y\z) defined as {[10]; p.96(16)) 
<P„^A^,y\z) = 5 ] n ! z " L | r " " H ^ ) ^ ^ " ^ ( y ) - (5-5.1) 
n=0 
The generating function for (f>m,p{x, y\z) is given by 
- ^ vTvP 
> ^ <t>m,p{^^ y\^) —n = exp{xyz) exp((l - yz)u + (1 - xz)v + zuv). (5.5.2) 
m,p=0 ^ 
We can infer from Eqs. (5.1.2) and (5.5.2) 
<t>m,p{^,y\z) = exp{xyz) hm,p{{l - yz), (1 - xz)\z). (5.5.3) 
Now, replacing x by (1 — yz); t/ by (1 — xz); r by z in generating relations 
(5.2.14), (5.2.15), (5.3.17), and then multiplying the resultants by exp{xyz) and using 
Eq. (5.5.3), we get the following generating relations involving (f>m,p{x,y\z) 
exp(bu + --bc^<l>UX,Y\z) = Y^ic)'-' L'i'-'\-bc)Mx,y\zW-', (5-5.4) 
where X := {x - Im); Y := (y - —); k = 0,1,2,...; 
exp U'v + ^ - b'A <l>m,p{X', Y'\z) = f2(cr-'L^'\-b'c')(f>mA^, y\zy-^, 
(5.5.5) 
where X' := (x J; Y' := (y - b'v); p = 0,1,2,. . . ; 
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e\plxc + yc' + b + b' -be- b'c' J 0fc,,(A, 6\z) 
= J2 c'-'"{cr-''L^^-"'\-bc)Lt''\-b'c')<p^,n{x,y\z), (5.5.6) 
m,n=0 
d c 
where X:= x — b ; 5 :=y — b' ; A;,s = 0,1,2,.... 
z z 
It is interesting to observe that generating relations (5.5.4) and (5.5.5) can also be 
obtained by exploiting the Lie theoretic method used in Section 5.2 for the following 
set of operators 
L^ = -u-T- +u, 
ox 
1 d X 
L- = — : ^ + -> 
zu ay u 
L = u—, 
and 
^ = 1. (5.5.7) 
L+ = -V — + V, 
ay 
zv ox V 
rZ' ^ 
E' = 1. (5.5.8) 
Next, we consider the polynomials Fi^rn{x,y\z) defined as ([10]; p.94(7)) 
F,^(x,y|z) = X^-L;"- '^(x)Lr '"Hy), (5-5.9) 
•^--' n ! n=0 
which are linked to /im,n(a;, y\z) by the relation 
F,.„,(i,y|2) = ^—j^ exp(z) /i,,^((x - z), (y - z)\z). (5.5.10) 
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Now, replacing a; by (x - z); y by (y - 2); r by 2 in generating relation (5.2.14), 
and then multiplying the resultant by e*, and using Eq. (5.5.10), we get 
00 
k\ exp(6u(x - z))Fk,n{^,Tj-z) ^Y,C'-'L\'-'\ -6C)F,,„(X,T/;2)(-T/) '- '=Z!, (5.5.11) 
c 
where ^ := x -]— and T] := y + bzu. 
u 
Similarly, we can obtain results corresponding to generating relations (5.2.15) and 
(5.3.17). 
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